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STEAMER SINKS, THOUSAND
DROWN AT CHICAGO
Excursion Steamer Eastland With Excursionists Aboard
Sinks in the Heart of Chicago Carrying over a Thousand to Watery Grave. Disaster Claims More Deaths
Than Did Lusitania.
Chicago. July 24. More thin
Boats were put out, tugs rush
a thousand persons, possibly ed to the scene with shrieking
1,300 most of them women and whistles and many men snatched
children, were drowned today off their coats and sprang into
within a few feet of land by the the river to aid the drowning.
capsizing of the steamer East- With thousands of spectators
land as it was about to leave its ready to aid and the wharf with
wharf in the Ch'uag) rivr with in grasp, hundreds went to death
2,500 relatives ani friends of despite every effort at resejj
employer of the Western Electric
The total d ad and missing,
company for an excursion across by the latest count, is placed at
Luke Michigan.
The ship rolled 12(55.
Crepe flutters at the door post
over on its side in 25 feet of
water within five minutes after of hundreds of Chicago homes
today white creoe. mostly, in
it began to list.
dicating
the youth of the victims
Ship Turns Over
of
the
Eastland
disaster.
The ship never heeled back.
vestigations are
Six
in
separate
It turned slowly but easily to
being
in efforts to fix
conducted
ward its port side. Children
responsibility
for the sinking
the
clutched the skirts of mothers.
while
of
the
divers and
steamer,
The whole cargo was impelled
dredgers
bodies,
for
still
hunt
toward the sin king side. Water
being
and
to
elforts
ar
made
began to enter lower port holes.
hull.
to
raise
the
piles
off
snapped
The rooP8
the
Thus far the crux of the in
to which the ve ssel was ti d.
vestigations
centers on the numFor nearly five minutes, the
of
passengers
ber
carried. Fedship turned before it finally
Inspector
eral
Westcott
had
dived under the swift current,
which owing to the drainage issued a license 'or the carrying
twenty-fivhundred passenws from the of
canal system,
gers,
called before
been
has
lie
lake. During the mighty turn
county
jury.
the
ing of the ship with its c irgo of
State Attorney Hoyne charachumanity, life boats and chairs
terises
the federal inspection
on the decks slipped down the
as
service
"rotten." and Secresloping decks, crushing the tary
Ulanda
of the Lake Seatoward the rising
man's Union concurs in this
'
witters.
opinion.
Then there was a plunge with
a hiss of air escaping from the
Dig CattL- - Deal
hold, mingled with crying of
One of the largest cattle deals
children and shrieks of women, that has been made in
recent,
and the ship was on thi bottom
months was consuniated Tuesd ly
ut the river.
when Shipley I'.rothera Cattle
UuNutiP.Ds In Water
Company sold 375 head of yearMany s:mk entangled with ling steers to Holt II oil way of
clothing and bundles and did not Allen, iN?w Mexico. The h ;rd
rise, but hundreds camj to the brought tjilil Ud a round and was
vVj In '3 iv
surface, giving the river the d'iWTjl
fro n
appearance of u crowded. bathing the de Oliveria ranch northwest
Many sieged
wting of Clovis. Air. Shipl y says tint
beach.
chairs and other objects. Th s he has sold several times us
on the shore threw out ropes and many cattle during the past four
dragged those in who could hold moiuhs as in a corresp iding
Employe of period of lime in previous years
these life lines.
commission firms with houses which would indicate that the
nlong the river threw crites, country is by no means overchicken coops nnd other floatable stocked.
Shipley Bros. Cuttle
things into the current, but m st Company have sold 27J cows
of these were swept away by with calves to Mr. Adams of
the stream, which runs five Hop1. The stock are to be de
livered within ton day3.
miles an hour,
e
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Clovis Gets
Bankers' Convention
As predicted i n last week's
issue of the News, the Panhandle Bankers' Association will
meet next year in Clovis. The
vote on whether Clovis or Memphis Texas would secure the con
vention was taken Thursday
with the result of a ballot of 20
to 14 or over two to one in favor
of Clovis. The claims of Clovis
were presented by Sam Bratton
of the firm of Bratton and Pat-toMr. Bratton delivered a
masterful plea in behalf of Clovis in which he presentc-onr
claims in a most able manner.
Probably the most credit for our
success is due Croft's ladies
band and Johnson's Chamber of
Commerce band. Memphis wa3
beaten from ths day the ladies
band arrived and the odds were
two to one in favor of Clovis
from that time on.
While a convention like this
does not amount to much from
the standpoint of attendance, it
will bring here a class of people
who can boost the country as no
others can, by ex eliding credits
and financial backing and who
would probably not otherwise
become personally
acquainted
with actual conditions as they
'xist in this section of the state.
Many think that all of Naw
Mexico is the same one barren
non productive country, but this
class will b much surprised
when th-- y find that this is one
of the best, and most prosperous
eommuniii 's on the face of the
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Mc Farlin Buys Property
J. A, McFarlin, proprietor of
the Clovis Grocery and Feed
Store, who is now located on
the corner south of the Houston
Hart Lumber yard, has purchased the Piersall- II ayden bank
building on the corner of Grand
Avenue and Mitchel Street
the Croft building. Tnis
buiiding which was almost completed five years ago and which
has since been involved in liti
gation, was originally built for
a bank with a brick vault and
other banking conveniences. It
is a beautiful building of yellow
pressed brick and is now being
completed to be occupied by Mr.
Mc Farlin with a stock of groceries on the 1st of September.
It has been said, and it is no
doubt a fact that this property
was kept in litigation purposely
by those who feared the development of West Grand Avenue as
a business street and who owned
property on north Main Street.
At the time work was stopped
on this beautiful building, . the
two streets were keen rivals for
busir.-ssuprem icy and the removal of the p)stoffl!d by a
tical traitor turned the tide.
Mr. Mc Farlin has also secured
a lease on some property near on
which he will establish a wagon
and feed vard.
s
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CLOVIS PERSONS
INJURED IN AUTO ACCIDENT

Car Turns Turtle and Occupants Have Narrow Escape.
Seriously but not Fatally Injured is Thought.
Almost the entire town was she was pinned.

Pike Will Leave
The Nws loams with regret
that F. II. Pike, that always

nuniger of the

rail-

Newton Kansas has been transferred here and will have charge
of the reading room.

Uncle J.ike Ii'ichart wis in
his farm northwest o f
Quigloy,
Memphis, town Monday and says that he
B.
W.
Texas, President; T. E. Durham-Lockney- , is cutting his sweet clover and
Texas, 1st Vice Prei. sudan grass. Th irras will
dent; R. E. Finley, Pampa, harvest two tons to the acre nnd
Texas, 2nd Vice President; II he will b'abl ' to cut it ajrain
Underwood, Tulia, Texas, Sec- before frost. The clover he
s
retary; Walter Posey, Lubbock,
b
vsf
crops
one of th
that
Texas, Treasurer.
can be planted i i t his country.
The Clover an I sodan he says
Misses Ethel llerby and Hor-nic- e is a feed combination that, canFry who have been attend- not lh excellel
ing the normal at Lis Vegas, reThe News recently printed
turned Tuesd ly. Tney report
some
literature descriptive of
county
SO
Curry
teachers,
that
the largest number from any this country for the firm of Wilcounty, attended the normal kinson and Harney. It is illusthere and that everybody was trated with many farm scenes
talking of Clovis and Curry and c Mitains a writ'. up of tlv;
town and country.
county.

from

ca-sidere-

The accident

thrust into a spirit of much ap occurred four miles west of

prehension Wednesday awaiting
the authenticated report as to
the seriousness of the auto ac
cident which occurred between
Bovina and Friona and in which
the welfare of some of Clovis'
most prominent people were concerned.
A party composed of Misses
Nanon Noble, Grace Colgan,
Mrs, Tom Reagan, Mrs. John
Barry, Mr. Con Curtain and
little "Barry," nephew of the
Barry's, had started on a fishing
and outing trip in the vicinity of
Hereford. They reached the
mentioned point when a tire
blew out causing the machine to
skid, the girl driver attemptel
to swerve the machine back in
the road which is supoosed to
have aided in causing a rear
wheel to break and the car to
turn over.
The more seriously injured
were Mrs. Tom Reagan, who
was caught by the car and very
badly

ire-for-

i

PROMINENT

op-pi- te

road r jading nun has been
gloho.
transferred to Shawnee and will
Ti;e Clovis brill team w.nt up leave
..is family this wj.-d
Thursday and played the H
place.
Clus. Bourne of
for tint

team until the gime was
called on account of darkness in
he twelvth inning with a score
of seven and seven.
The session closed with the
election of the following officers:

PER YEAR

.$1.00

bruise!,' Miss Noble, who

sustained a fractured arm near
thesh milder and badly cut about
the hea and fa.?e, and Mr.
Curtain was hurt about the
head, Mrs. Barry and little
"Barry" being the only occu
Miss Colgan
pants uninjured.
was cot and lacerated and c.lso
sustained a broken rib.
Upon receiving a telegram,
Mr. Reagan secured the McL
auto and together with Drs.
Miller, Westerfield and Scott
rushed to the scene, returned to
Clovis with the injured and they
were soon receiving the best
medical aid at the hospital. Had
it not been for the presence of
a couple of traveling men in the
vicinity, and who were almost
immediately on the scene, it
might have been some time
medical aid could have been
summoned.
The News editor was on
shortly after the accident
occurred. The machine is almost
u complete w reck and the ground
indicates that the car must have
turned over a couple of times.
I von
with a broken arm. Miss
Noble assisted in freeing Mrs
Reagan from the car under which
1

en-do-

n

lie-for- e

tie-scen-

Friona on a perfectly level

coun-

try road. The indicator on the
car registered 30 2 miles for
the trip at the time the accident
occurred.
At this time Mrs. Reagan is
doing nicely and the chance of
her recovery seems quite certain.
1--

Mrs.

O'Hare Speaks

Mrs. Kate O'Hare, editor of
the "Rip Saw" a socialist publication and a speaker of national
repute, addressed a large audience a t the Lyceum theatre
Saturday night. Some of the
audience, which was composed
principally of socialist farmers,
came a distance of sixty miles to
hear the lecture.
That the
speaker had made a life long
study of socialism and has thoroughly familiarized herself with
many o f the subjects discussed
was evident. Many who went
to the show remained to hear
the speaker who being a woman
socialist lecturer was naturally
h subject of curiosity.
The
meeting was to have been held
out doors in the arena near the
armory, but on account of the
inclement weather was changed
to the Lyceum theatre.
Mrs.
O'Hare bitterly assailed the capitalists in true socialistic fash-icand viciously attacked the
churches. She depicted the scenes
in the foreign countries and
th ir great war and made a
passionate plea
woman
suffrage. , She frequently quoted
the scripture on such subjects
as ate seldom discussed in the
pulpit. Her expenses were paid
by selling subscriptions to the
"Kip Saw" and she left Sunday
after delivering another lecture
at the Lceum Sund ly aftern

for

noon.
W. B. Uee

I,

one of the pio

netr real estate men of Curry
County,

has decided to

re-ca-

Mr. Reed's
Clovis.
judgment of good towns i3 of
the highest order and we consider his manifestation by his
action, a nice tribute to Curry
County
his

lot in

THE LAST WEEK OF OUR SALE
This will be the Last Week of Our Great Clearance Sale! When we close our doors on
Dry Goods,
Saturday night your chance to buy such excellent Ladies' Ready-to-weabe
low prices-w- ill
Clothing hats and Furnishings at our present
r,

low-extre-

mely

A LOST OPPORTUNITY!
the Great Sale is drawing
An army of Buyers has been benefitted by our cut prices-b- ut
to a close. We couldn't stand it to do business this way always-- it would ruin a Bank!
Remember that we have announced the date for closing this Sale and we always do as
we advertise. There plenty of good things left! A word to the wise! You know the rest!

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"

I
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Smila Worn

by President's

without

I

the Kltrhburg division of the Hoston
Maine railroad, reports Popular Menear lluck-lanchanic!. The barrier
where three tracks run parallel
along one bank of the stream. The
Ice covered the roadbed for a distance
of more than a quarter of a mile, and

d

FIRST AID TO INJURED
TRAINS ITS EMPLOYEES TO RENDER IT.

RAILROAD

ment with picks.
It was formed by
large cakes of ice which were pushed
out of the river by the high water and
frozen together, making an almost
Normally the
rocklike formation.
level of the river is about 12 feet
below the tracks at this point.

Stenographer

ia the

"

Jtdluwo "rood
Charles L. Swem, President Wilson's personal stenog-V- I
rapher, went to work the other day with a broad smile, a box of cigars,
ind the happy announcement that he was proud rather or a
pound boy. Throughout the day the
smile was there and the announceVICTIM OF CRUEL DECEPTION
ment was always on tap. Mention of
the cigars became unnecessary fifteen Fair Seaside Visitor Satisfied She Had
minutes after the distribution began.
V" ' f'J&itf VT
Seen Remarkable "Government
VS
IMV(- President Wilson was the first to
Salting Apparatus."
congratulate the proud parent. The
newspaper men were congratulating
They were passing tbe holiday at
him all day. It was the first piece or Onset and during the course or the
real news they had ever obtained sunny afternoon took a stroll on tbe

PIGEON

FLIES

WITH

TRAIN

Southern Engineer, According to His
Report, Had a Strange Traveling Companion.

t

e

fore-arm-

plain-spoke-

hnr-bo-

n

from "Charlie," who, despite his
boyish appearance, has been able to
hold under seal more big secrets or
itate than were ever before Intrusted to a man of his years. He not only
made the announcement voluntarily, hut disregarding a hitherto unbroken
habit, he actually confided a secret. He admitted it was possible that the
boy would be named Charles Woodrow Swem. And he further admitted
that anything he might say by way of a name for the boy would be pure
speculation, as, or course, Mrs. Swem would have the final say. It's
"Charlie's" first child.
President Wilson brought Swem with hlra to Washington when he
president.
The young man is shy just seven points or tbe world's
He has taken every speech made by the president
record ror stenography.
and through his hands pass all the confidential communications vhlch the
president dictates.
fact that
But all or this is as nothing compared with the
"Charlie" la a father.
Both mother and son are doing nicely.
All of which goes to explain why the president's personal stenographer
went to work wearing a broad smile, with a box or good cigars In a convenient place and the Important announcement or the little stranger's arrival
always on tap.
,
... ...,., ,
be-ca-

Engineer George tilll, of the Seaboard Air line, has a strange story of
a white pigeon that flew seven miles

Explicit Instructions a to What to Do beside his cab.
In Cases of Emergency Are a Part
When he reached Vance a white pigof the Training Considered
eon appeared beside his cab and flew
Necessary.
with him all the way to Southern
Pines, a distance of seven miles. The
To bo mentally alert, physically train was traveling at a lively clip,
worry the pigeon,
sound, with unimpaired eyesight and but this did not
hearing is not ull which is requisite which kept the pace with seeming
nowadays if a man wishes to become ease. At times the bird came close
enough to the cab window for the ena part of the service of one of our gineer
to have reached out his hand
large railroads. The members of a
train crew on this rund must possess. and touched It.pigeon
At times the
would cross over
In addition to the above requirements,
engine and fly beside the window
an actual working knowledge for the the
proper administering of flrBl aid when- on the fireman's Bide, and then recross
the track again. This Is the first time,
ever au accident occurs.
engineer, that he ever witFormerly much valuable time was states the
nessed such a sight. It has been his
accuse,
was
the
often
as
when,
lost
experience
the experience of other
cidents occurred many miles from engineers and
that birds always fly away
where doctors and nurses could be
a locomotive instead of toward
procured to relieve the sufferings of from
or parallel with it. Raleigh (N. C.)
To meet such au emertravels.
Dispatch to the New York Sun.
gency a first aid school has been established, which is attended by the
employees of the road, where lectures ALL VETERANS IN SERVICE
are given by physicians und practical
demount rations of the proper and most
Three Railroad Employees Who Havt
elllcient manner In which to bundage
Given Years of Their Life to
a broken arm, tanch the blood from a
Single Duty.
severed artery, or how to give the
simple respiratory treatment when the
The oldest freight agent on the Mii in has inhaled
smoke or noxious lwaukee road recently celebrated his
guses are witnessed by the pupils at golden service anniversary.
The vetevery session.
eran is R. M. Telfer, Helolt, and he
Hurrying from trulu to ferry the went to work for the railroad May 7,
other day the writer'B attention was at- 18fi5.
tracted by a crowd at the further end
Two other men .1. A Cotton, Rock-forof the terminal. A huge canvas sheet
111., and J. W. Hayes, eighty-threhad been strung across the great con- years old, Klkhnrn, Wis. entered the
curinto
one
this
course at
end. and
railroad's employ before Mr. Telfer,
tained space the. crowd was curiously the former in 157. the latter In I Still.
peering. In the well tilled auditorium Hut both have been retired for several
au audience, composed almost entire- years, and that fuct makes Mr. Telfer
ly of men, was Intensely interested in the oldest active freight agent on the
what certainly was a most pecullur system, in point of service.
proceeding on a railroad ferry pier.
The Tlelolt veteran began In the
"There's a contest on today and storeroom of the old Western I'nlon
The railroad railroad In Racine. While there he
they're giving prizes.
employees' first aid to the Injured learned telegraphy and at the time the
teams are in competition," explained railroad was absorbed hy the Milwauthe young man in charge.
kee road, he was an operator. In that
This then accounted for the pres- capacity. In iscfl, he went to Helolt.
half
ence of the uniformed nurse and
He was operator there for several
a dozen professional looking men, evi- months. Then he served successively
dently physicians, one of whom was practically every station on the Raspeaking at the time, and three oth- cine division of the railroad. Finally,
ers being seated on a raiBed platform In 1!'4, he was returned to Itelolt as
who wee i act as judges.
freight agent unci he has been there
At the moment the physician was since.
Baying that some broken forearms
would now be set. He went to give
Siberian Signal Men.
Instructions about how this should be
It Is probable that nowhere save In
done. As the physician talked several
men, wearing the uniform of the rail- Siberia Are convicts emnloved in anv
road, commenced to remove coats, service pertaining to the operation of
vests, collars ai d tie, the speaker con- railways, in that place or exile mere
cluded with: "N.iw, men, get to work are ninnv "cood conduct" men who
forearm." spend their lives In little, huts along
and reduce a
These men arr:i::;-- t d themselves Into the line of railway, always a veist
signal with
four groups, si:: men in each group, smart whose dutv it is to
stepped forward to the front of the green flags that tho road is clear At
green lamp.
place and began to unwrap packages night they signal with a
If the traveler stands between tho
of gauze. Kach team of six was commay tick
posed of three "doctors" and the snme railway curs at midnight he
lights as the train spins
green
off
the
number of "victims."
along. Away down the black avenue
The artnB of the "victims" of a sup- will appear a tiny green speck. As
posititious accident hung loose and the cars proceed this speck will belimp. Kach "doctor" gently raised a come larger and larger, and finally
forearm to the proper angle for com- the figure or a man holding up the
fort, then quickly laid a wooden splint lamp Is distinguishable In the darkto the injured member, deftly, swiftly ness. And there are thousands of
and securely adjusting the yards of these along the line. A signal started
gauze bandage until the arm and today In Moscow runs for 11 days, unsplint were bound together. During til it Is broken on the banks of Lake
all this time the physician judges were Ilalkal. beyond Irkutsk.
taking notes and the nurse went
around among the men telling them
Santiago and the Dardanelles.
that the ' victim" must be careful to
;
For Americans, the parallel of Sanact as if lie I). el n really disabled
the intention evidently being to tiago instantly comes to mind. Even
r
re.iliMir as possible condi- after the Spanish fleet had left the
inuke
and there were to be faced only the
tions v liieh would exist at the time
weak butteries on Socapa Point, the
of such an accident. Kxcliange.
naval authorities left it to the army to
reduce the city, contenting themselves
Well, Hardly.
w.lth bombarding by Indirect and, as it
"If a bomb hud ex;iloileil at my feet, turned out. Ineffective Are. If the enI could not have been more surprised," trance to Santiago was narrower than
that to the Sea of Marmora, it was far
said the mnllnmil iM..iip.
"Perhaps not, my dear." answered shorter and liilinltely less well covered
friend, but if a bomb by artillery. For the allies, the defeat
her
had exploded at your feet instead of at the Straits was a demonstration
Mrs Gadders eloping from the next that the work or the ships must be
army, aa
block v.lth her chauffeur. I dare Bay supplemented by that or an
yoc would not have 'lone as much at Santiago. Frank H. Slmonds '.a the
Auiericau Review of Reviews.
talking about It after And'
u-
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Thit Shows the Eait Bound and Middle Track Cleared of the lee. The Third
Track It Hidden Beneath the Ice Embankment.
spring
freshet and Ice Jam In places it was piled to a height of
During a
approximately six feet. To clear the
on th- - IHcrlifld river In Massachusetts, a kiiI (I embankment of ice was road so that trains could pass it was
formed over the main line tracks of necessary to cut away the embank-
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Cotton In California.
Since cotton was first planted la
ImperltJ valley. Callforola, aa an
about eight years ago, the
acreage has Increased yearly until It
Is now 63.000, yielding 60,000 bales.
The Uclted States department of agriculture Bays the valley's production
per acre is more than twice that of
any
other part of the country. In the
beach. At one point they came upon valley .here are nineteen cotton gins,
an Improvised breakwater, where three cottonseed oil mills, and three
some resident had tilled bags with compresses. Over half the acreage la
sand and piled them In breastworks In the vicinity of Calezlco, there
fashion to prevent the sea from enttaure eight gins, two oil mills,
croaching upon his Und during tbe and one compress, all busy day and
stormy season.
night during the winter making byOne or the young ladles was curious products like cottonseed oil, cottonImmediately.
Bhe would know what seed feed and bulls.
the bags were for.
"Why, It'e very simple," explained
Woke Him Up.
her companion with due gravity. "The
The young man was rather slow.
was
water In Onset bay originally
So the girl thought It time to give
fresh, a peculiarity of nature which hlu a lint.
has puzz'.ed scientists. It seemed too
"Gracious," she exclaimed suddenbad to deprive the place of seashore ly, "I've bruised my Hp! Do you know,
advantages so the government took Mr. Jenkins, my mother alwaya used
the matter In hand, filled the bags to kiss a hurt place to make It well?"
with salt and thereby has Imparted
And did It do any good?" asked
the proper flavor to Onset water."
the young man, failing to aee the
being
Far from rebuking him for
point.
"fresh," she Is now telling her friejida
"I don't remember," replied the girt,
of having seen the "government suit getting desperate; "but those
Ing apparatus" down there.
remedies are sometimes very
--

be-in- g

good."

former Congressman

IPhe

George Washington
ago Greenough produced a splendid statue In
His Country and it was placed In the plaza
domi
a fine

McC'all could see Greenough's

would be shocked. Years
white marble or the Father or
fronting the east or the capltol,
nating its environment.
It was
piece of art and represented Washington seated after the manner of a
Roman patrician, but very scant of
drapery, so that he was much exposed to the elements or torrid heat
in summer and of icy cold In winter.
The statue became more an object of
pity than of admiration.
Congressman McCall was among
those who felt distressed, and he no
ticed, moreover, that the flue marble
was corroding from the elements, and he nnd Senutor Wetmore of Rhode
Island, both being chuirnien of the library committees, having In charge the
art of the capltol, got their heads together and persuaded congress to pass
an act authorizing the removal of the statue to the Smithsonian Institution,
where It was placed In an apse In the large hall to tho west that looks like
a chapel. The new home Beemed most appropriate; the statue looked like
It was indoors, anyway.
a shrine
Hut they have made changes In the Institution, and the chapel Is now a
mass of cases for exhibition purposes and the statue Is quite concealed,
by the lumber and glass, so that the effect it might have In altogether lost. The statue seems thrust into a hole in the wall, as a cast-of- f
uniting a lot of other debris, and. moreover, It is covered with gray dust,
until it Is getting to look quite black and certainly repellently soiled.
Another amusing incident in connection with this notable statue is the
fact that Senat'ir Gorman of New York during the last session of congress
for the removal of this work of art to the
introduced a bill
It is presumed, of course, that the senator had no
Smithsonian Institution
knowledge of the whereabouts of the statue.

Eastern

Approach

of

Capitol

to

Be

Replaced

ASHING TON'S most
nj
XI hundred years tho

historic spot Is to be replaced. For more than one
stone steps on the east front of the rapitol have
staged many eventful and historic scenes. There each president has taken
the oath of office and delivered his
inaugural address; there President
Lincoln made his famous second inaugural; there Coxey tried to make
a speech; there automobiles have
sought to ascend for advertising purposes, and various other efforts have
been made to stage "stunts," including that of the motion picture men
when a dancer tripped it lightly down
the flight in Grecian garb, and there
the suffragists reviewed their paAll this, and the constant
rades.
stream of visitor (for legislators and those having business In the capltol
seld::m use this entrance) have worn the Virginia freestone or sandstone
thin. It Is cracked in spots, and is unsightly as well as dangerous.
Recently proposals were received by Elliott Woods, superintendent of the
capltol, for removal or the main entrance steps and replacing them with
either marble or granite. The original material, or which the main capltol
building also Is constructed, will not be replaced, as the other substances
re considered more durable.
The appropriation for tho work was $11,000. Among the Washington
firms submitting bids were Arthur Cow sill, Cranford Paving company, and
the Vermont Marble company.

Your Uncle Sam Is an Unusually "Good Mixer"

Such a Long Time Ago.
Thou he got busy.
He had just readied the philosophical stage when he slipped Into a
Sure Cure.
restaurant between bars for a bit to
"WliAt are you taking ror your
eat. He ordered. Then he sat Blar- cold?"
ing ahead, quietly thoughtful In exPubllo
Philadelphia
Advice."
pression, and waited.
waiting,
did
some
It Is admitted he
too. What happened to his order
A woman would rather be Inconcouldn't he understood outside the sistent thut! otherwise.
peculiar convolutions of a restaurant
kitchen, but he spent half an hour
sitting there staring ahead of him.
At last It cume. As the waitress
put the order before him he started
from his deep study, bb if he had forgotten ho had an order coming. Then,
looking up at the fair transporter of
On
edibles, he suld:
Packages
older!"
"You don't look a day
of
rittsburgh Chronicle Telegraph.
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Look ForThis Name

Ready to Risk It.
"Mr. Jones wants a windy-puntwllve Inches be fourteen," remurked
young Patrick Mullrooney, entering
the glazier's shop.
In the shop was a smart young assistant who wanted to have a joke with
Pat.
"Haven't any that sUe," he replied
gravely. "Will one fourteen Inches
by twelve do?"
Pat looked thoughtful for a minute.
Then he replied:
"He's wantln' it at once, and this
Is the only shop In town. Give me
wan o' thlm. P'rhaps if we put It In
sideways no one will notice."
Envious.
"What la tho matter, Alice V asked
her mother as the little girl came
home crying as If her heart would
break.
"Mabel Jones lias got adenoids and
I never have anything," sobbed Alice.
HI AM WAH ZOISK HOSPITALS
the antiseptic
Have ordered Allen's
powder, lor um emone the conva ascent tnpa.
Shaken Into the (hei or rilsanlved In the
e
elves refreshlnf rati end
Allan
comfort and prevents the let ettmj tired or
Try It TODAY. D.n't acrmt an
e
Sod Everywhere. 25c For FREH em-p-ie,
address. Allen S. Oimated. LeRny N. Y. Ad.

Revenge!
Motile What are you letting your
hair grow so long for? Going to be a
musician?
Chollle No; I've got a grudge
against the barber.
JTOIIK OWN IIKIKK1IST Vtll.--ll.l.TFI.I, TOO
Weak. Watery
Try Murine Kre
fnr
Bvelldi: No bninrtln- eMr fti and (Jreniilitii.il
Cye contort. Writ fur Honk ot the aire
imtBisli
Marine Mye Ketuedr Uo Cblcagu
Pre

Horses In Iceland are shod with
sheep born and those In the Sudan
socks.
are fitted with camel-ski-

Olives

and Pickles
it's s quality mark (or flceprion-all- y
flood table daintira.
Out Manunill and Queen Olives,
plain of tluflrd, ate from llie fanout
olive gtoves in spam.
kcalhan

Libljy'tSweet.Sout and Dill

CeT- -

Pickles ate piquant and btni.
Your summer meals and
picnic baakrls are not complete without them.

P

literally, ror Uncle Sam Is recognized
throughout the country by his citizens who own and manage industries,
great and small, as about the final
authority on just what materials In
just what proportions should be
mixed together to produce a desired
substance.
Aa n result of this recognition
scores or letters reach the bureau or
standards, which Includes the government's big Industrial laboratories, re
questing Information as to formulas
and specifications of all sorts from tbe correct make up or Ink to All fountain
pens to the proper Ingredients for concrete to be exposed to sea water.
The origins of thu requests are about as varied as the requests themselves. They come from manufacturers and dealers, technical specialists In
many lines, industrial research laboratories, scientific Institutions, public
utility corporations and commissioners, students and Inventors, and from municipalities, states and departments of tbe national government. Neither the
national government nor the state governments are required to pay fof
these services, but a reasonable fee la charged others who past their problems up co tbe bureau's experts

what a lot or divorces
hide under thy cloak.
O liberty,
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DEFIANCE STARCH
la constantly

growing in favor because

It

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpmesit has no equal.
16 oi..
package 10c 3 more starch for tame money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska

Denver Directory
The Lyman Millinery Go.
Manulscturers and Wholesalers
1020.1631
ARAPAHOC STREET, DENVER
Wholesale anil. Orders shlpgrd same daj as received.
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BICYCLES

PICsiCE east COLUM5IA
Writ fur prices.
Tb

Nttta Cfclt Cs,Oeafir,Cl

PANAMA HATS

Send ns fnnr bats to be bleaehed and blocked. We
ja no meld. All work Is fiiaranlm-4- .
I'rloe for
ladles' or Men's Hsu, Si lo. We per return rnareea.

Red Cross Bug Blue;
liquid blue. Delights
grocers. Adv.

Beads or perspiration are tbe jewels
or honest labor perhaps.

Intlit on Lltby'i al your

I

Matte

the risk of being flippant It might be said that Uncle Sara is an unusuB hnppy. T?se
ATally
"good mixer." Not that he has a special knack at being a good much better than
fellow with the other nations of the world. That term, however, la used the laundress. All
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RUB BUSINESS
llsntaf. WhA m., .h. fui...
or quota whiiloaaie prli.ee
to
Send foe olrrnlar
""Tbodr.
Hefsreutea,
snr bank la Denver

WILL RENT
MY PIANO

n
to
private party and
give privilege of buying later if
suited and applying rent on price,
or will sell now to responsible party
at special price on easy monthly or
quarterly terms. If interested write
me atonce, address MPIANOn care

Box

I6H,

WESTERN NEWS-PAPEUNION, Denver, Colo.
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HIS la the rear of triumph
rm
(or Japan. It Is especially
I

V

III

Expression Misunderstood.
There Is a certain young man who
nsed to be notoriously egotistic. Some
of his acquaintances were one day
speaking of him before an old lady
who was not "up" In the slang expressions of the day.
The next time she met him she
put out a congratulatory hand.
"Oh, Mr. smith," she cried. "I am
so glad you are better! I beard last
week that you had a swelled head."

III
III

f

the year of triumph for

Pre-

Okuma,
mier Bhlgenobu
leader of the party of the
people, and for hi war cry,
"Aila for the Asiatics."
There has been a little
discontent at the "compro7
This
mise" with China.
was bound to be so la the most war
like nation on earth. But Japanese
who are better Informed know there
has been no compromise.
Group V
may have been left "for later discussion," but the Japanese leaders will
exact every demand embodied In It
from time to time.
Thus Okuma, the
grand
old man of Japan, sees his great Idea
coming to fruition. He knows the
Japanese people will willingly spend
their blood like water. All Japan has
needed for conquest Is money. Japanese strategy Is not of the year or the
decade, but of the century and the
millennium. Money, but not enough,
has come out of Korea and South
Manchuria.
Money money for battleships and siege guns, for submarines and aeroplanes will now
flow from China Into Japan,
ago untutored
Centuries
Japan
made conquests on the mainland and
adopted Chinese culture. Sixty years
ago she threw off the culture of Japan
for the efficiency of the West. Now
she will go a step farther and with
Iron fist Impose western efficiency on
China.
Modern wars are fought with factories. With 400,000,000 Chinese laboring to supply munitions of war In
ber rear, sixty millions of Japanese
will present the front of their warrior
nation to the white race and tell It
to get out of the western Pacific
and some day will tell the French to
get out of Cochin China and the British to get out of India.
These are the alms of Okuma. They
are not hazy national aspirations, but
active policies that Japan Is working
every minute of her time to carry out.
Okuma proclaimed them openly and
loudly when he was of the party of the
opposition. On this platform of militarism he won his campaign in the
spring of 1914 and ousted the Yama-motparty. For a year he has been
In control and his hold Is stronger
than ever.
Being at the head of the nation his
words soften. He exudes honey to
Great Britain and sends messages
breathing the spirit of peace to the
United States. Japan is not deceived.
They have long seen these two irreconcilable currents of expression
flow from Okuma's mouth and they
know which one to believe. They believe only the one which accords with
the spirit of the samurai, the "two
sword man."
In Japan bcth the nobles and the
commoners are militaristic.
Okuma
Is a noble, but be has chosen to lead
the commoners. Perhaps this is because he came from neither of the two
leading clans which for many years
weaker
controlled Japan, but of
clan, the lllzen. Throughout his life
he has fought against the clan system and In favor of the constitutional
monarchy, now for years strongly e
tabll8hed.
Okuma Is still
At sevenly-seven- ,
fiery and energetic. He was a boy of
twenty, living In a small Japanese
town, when the visit of Commodore
Perry and the granting of treaty
rights to foreigners by the shogun set
all Japan to talking about the
Okuma had a
barbarians.
great curiosity to learn about the
world outside Japan. He heard of an
American missionary, Doctor Veer-becand went to htm secretly not to
embrace Christianity, but to learn.
First of all he learned to read the
Bible. Then came the one political
document the devoted missionary possessed, the Declaration of Independence
His soul was set on lire. When
seventy years old, he said: "The reading of the Declaration of Independence
when I was a boy made such an Impression upon my soul that the doctrines proclaimed by It have ever
been my guiding rule In life." Thomas
Jefferson became bis model and he
studied everything he could find about
the American statesman.
In his youth came the great Japanese civil wars between the mikado's
party and the old feudalists. Okuma
left school and plunged Into the thick
of the fray. The mikado's party, hav-Inadopted western military tactics,
won Its battle, and the mikado was established as snpreme In Tokyo. Okuma was put In a position In the office
of foreign ""r'.-s- .
The intrlcacres of Japanese politics
In the last half of the nineteenth century are difficult for an American to
understand without long study. Sufficient to say that Okuma was In the
o

SUPERSTITION

Levi P. Morton,

birthday, has successfully weath-

years old he wanted to live In
In Washington, which ho
bad determined upon as his winter
residence, giving up New York city,
where he bad lived. He also wished
to have the house on the sita of the
one be had occupied w hile vice president and which 'he owned. He was
1
aware, however, of the superstition
their lives as light
that when a man pulls down an old
as the weather. On
home of his and displuceB It with a
hand.
other
the
new house he la likoly to die In it In
Americans and Euthe course of the first year of his ocropeans attach too
cupation of U- Nevertheless he was
much Importance to
determined to have the new house,
money; those who
and to get around the superstition
money
love
love
Supused some of the old walls in thn new
their lives.
pose the Americans house, fate being thus vetoed, according to the tradition governing It.
And all this was done. Washington was surprised to see the old Morton
and Japanese
wboBe Ideas of death house go down, for old though It was, It was still one of the great houses of
different should Washington. It stood on Scott Circle, occuping a whole triangular block and
are fundamentally
come to fighting. The final result will Imposing in Its mass of prersed red brick, the whole treated In Queen
Anne style. Here In his day Mr. Morton has entertained lavishly, for be Is
be easily foretold."
Although not so truculent Just at many times a millionaire.
present Count Okuma for several
years in the caucuses of his party, in
his newspaper organs, and In the faHEIR TO GREEK THRONE
miliar conversations which he was
of
pupils
wont to hold with the former
his great school, had a habit of speakShould death be the result of the
ing of the United States very much Illness of King ConBtantlne of Greece,
years
as he spoke of Russia In the
it will bring to the throne one of the
before the war, as a great power most soldierly young princes of Euwhich will have to be humbled to se- rope's young royalty. Crown Prince
cure the salvation of Japan.
George, the oldest son of- King ConEven before the Russian war the stantino and Queen Sophia, saw servrebe
muBt
Japanese
count said: "A
ice In the two Balkan wars and gained
spected wherever he goes. We yield a reputation for bravery and valorous
In
to no one, not even to the Romans.
performance.
He was wounded in
pride In citizens and citizenship."
action at Janina. Until the present
-- "
T
The British probably have not for- war he enjoyed the distinction of beA if
gotten Okuma's famous outburst lu ing the only heir to a European throne
which be said:
He is
who bore the scars of battle.
years old.
"Beiiii ounressed by the Europeans, twenty-fivReports conflict as to the stand
the three hundred million people of
India are looking for Japanese protec Prince George takes concerning the
tion. The Jauanese ought to go 10 great European war now going on. One
India, the South ocean and the other has it that the heir apparent has been
Identified with the war pnrty and Is
parts of the world.
Nor will anyone who knows Japan's an intimate friend of
history doubt that she Intends to hold Eleutheriqs Venizelos, who resigned
Klauchau, the Carolines, Marianne and recently as head of the Greek cabinet
Marshall Islands In the South Pacific. because the king was not In sympathy
She took these from Germany and al with the allies. This report bIbo car
ready some capital Is being invested ried the prediction that In the event of King Constantlne's death the new
and experts have been sent from the monarch would at once summon Venizelos to form a cabinet, a course which
ministries of agriculture and com' would be tantamount to the entry of Greece into the war.
On the other hand, the sympathies of the crown prince In the present
merce to study the question of the ex.
struggle are said to be on the side of Germany. This report guins credence
ploltatlon of these Islands.
from the facts of his German kinship and German education and military
training. His mother, the queen, is a sister of Kaiser Wllhelin. The king
was also educated In Germany and received his military training there.

a new house

V AA--

-

10

middle of everything, fighting first for
the mikado and later for a representative parliament to which the ministers should be responsible. The government In 1881 promised to summon
a national diet, grant a constitution
and limit the Imperial prerogative In
1890. Okuma then formed the Progressive party, forerunner of the present National party, and was for many
years Its president.
Aside from his constant political activities, he founded Waseda university In Tokyo In 1882 and was for
many years its president. He saw It
grow to house 6.400 stude!:'.;. ""''h
baseball team.
It was not until Japan had settled
her domestic troubles and put her
house In order that the foreign policy
developed. In this line progress has
been perhaps faster than in Importing
western ways of manufacture and livflrst-cluB- s

ing.
And It was

-

e

after the great victory

over Russia, following the easy humbling of China, that Okuma's really
truculent utterances began to appear.
In 1908, when Japan was troubled
by the Vnited Slates sending the
American fleet into the Pacific, he said
to an American newspaper man:
"Nothing can be more dreaded than
crazy people, and the Japanese are a
crazy nation. In fighting they will go
on like mad, as was well Illustrated In
the late war. The Japanese are always ready to throw away their lives
for the glory of the state; they regard

PIRATES

IN

WHERE MEN LIVE

CHINESE WATERS

Precede shampoos by touches ot
Cutlcura Ointment If needed to spots
of dandruff, Itching and Irritation of
the scalp. Nothing better for the complexion, hair, hands or skin than thesa
fragrant supercreamy emollients. Also
as preparations for the toilot.
Sample each free by mall witi Cook.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Tept. XY.
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
'

And No Wonder.
"What made that stout woman so
furious?"
"Just as she was going on the subsad 'Both
way train the gateman
gates, lady."'
ExpoGrand Prize at Pinama-Paciflsition Awarded to Walter
Baker & Co. Ltd.
c

for suprlorlty of Co-cprt pHntlions has .been
Baker Co. Lid.,
famous old house has
Hlgheit Awards at th leaitlns
expositions In Europe and America. Adv.

Ths Ornnd Pi-Iand Chocolate
awarded to Waller
Mnss. This

A mother's fervent hope Is that ber
daughters, when they marry, will do
better than she did.

Tn smiles for s nickel. Always buy Red
clear
Croas llaa Blue; have beautiful,
white clothes. Adv.
The piano practice of a girl Is muslo
to her ma only.

Makes Hard Work Harder

A bad buck makes a day's work
twice as hard. Backache usually
comes from weak kidneys, and if
headaches, dizziness or urinary disorders are added, don't wait get
help before the kidney disease
takes a grip before dropsy, gravel
or Bright's disease sets in. Doan's
Kiduey Pills have brought new life
and new strength to thousands of
working men and women. Used
and recommended the world over.

J.r-fc?-

A Colorado'.

Three hours later
man trench at Ia Bassee. When 1 bad
accustomed myself to the steady
cwV't of rifles In the firing pits,
wmcb f could not see, but which 1
knew must be close by; when I bad
nervously counted the bursting of 10
shells, all la an appalling few minutes, yet had heard no plop of frag
ments burying themselves Into the
mud above, I began to be able to look
about me. I was standing In a pit
about seven feet deep and barely wide
enough for two passing men to
squeeze by. By turning my indispensable electric torch this way and that
I could see in the rear wall of the
trench a series of caves dug In the
earth, their entrances so low that a
man would have to enter them on
hands and knees. In some I saw the
faint yellowish gutter of candles and
others were pitch dark. But in the
front wall of the trench thero were
cut, at Intervals so short that the plaee
seemed a catacomb, narrow passages
that led to (Tie shooting pits, recesses
not more than Ave feet wide,
at the level of ths ground with
sandbags and armor: and on either
side of these approach sMKn j ,fcW
rth in which men
the holes In "
d lived, and ate when they
r"t
len 1 ,n the ,lts' the,r un ,oward
tne enemy. At the lieutenant's sug
gestion I went down Into one of ths
caves.
"Iater," he said, "you won't want to
be moving around much. It'll get hot
ter then, and you'll want to remain In
one place where you're sure the shelter Is good." The Christian Herald.

created archbishop by Richard I on
the Held of Acre, always Interests
tourists, for as chancellor he raised
Inof
Cathsdrsl a Point
the ransom for bis king.
terest Thst Hss Few Equals In
In the warriors' chspel Is the tomb
ths World.
of Archbishop Stephen Langton, who
I'd the barons in their struggle
King John, compelling him to
Cauieruury
sg'inst
In
king
buried
The only
cathedral Is Henry IV. and his tomb grunt the Magna Charts.
When Henry VIII separated the
Ik on one side of the place of the
from Rome he emptied
rhrlne. On the other Is the tomo of English church the
cathedral Into tha
Edward the Black Prince. Above bim the wealth of
hangs the armor which he wore. The king's treasury; otherwise the tourist
to view a vast
ancient stone coffin of Hubert Walter, would be permitted

amount of priceless gifts left at the
shrine.
Cromwell once stabled the horses of
his army In the church, and the marks
of the hoofs are plainly discernible In
the nave.
When visiting England make a pilgrimage to Canterbury, for this old
cathedral, begun in 1070, Is rich with
historical Interest, snd In Its architectural features can be tracea the
building of the English empire. Her
archbishops wielded a mighty Influence to the time of the Reformation.
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Yorkshire has 12.000 looms weaving
kbakl.

Case
Conrad.

M.

riUir,
Jill 1
HI.. Boulder. Colo.,
nays: "I had aof kidney
ttacks
fH
(rouble
years and often th
so
misery
was
Krent that I could
tint Ret around lo
do my work. Hearing so much about
KId ne v
Dnan'a

tor

Pills I tried them and they relieved
me In a short time. I have taken
Doan's Kidney Pills several times
since and they have always dons good

work."

Cet Dean' at Aay Stare,
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DOAN'S KVV

CO, BUFFALO, N. Y.
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form of freebootlng In
A favorite
Chinese waters takes the form or
river piracies. The pirates themselves
r
outlaw
are, unlike their
brethren, more of the jackal type,
slinking, cowardly, but still murder-ouand deadly whenever they fall In
with unarmed parties. They Infest the
shallow rivers, creeks snd canals
which cut In from the China coast
The big Junks, In nse by the deep-sefreebooters, are of no earthly good
In shallow waters, and so the river
t
craft
robbers make use of
known locally as "fust crabs" and
"scrambling dragons." The West river
near Canton Is a favorite ground for
freebooters, al
these shallow-wate- r
river
though the great Yangtse-KlanIs also InfeBted with them.
In their little craft they navigate
without trouble over the shallows and
rapids Inland as far as Chungking,
which Is more than 1.000 miles from
the coast, and Instead of preying upon
the merchant ships and steamers of
the deep, they loot villages, murder
travelers, massacre whUe concessionaires, and cause untold trouble to the
missionaries, of whom there are many
hundreds In this part of Inland China.
And It Is against these river pirates
i. ,! Hint tha activities of the
little Palos and .Vonocacy will te
rected.
Fc,- - hOVfc.oi years fcngisni, ffC.TOany
t
river
and Japan maintained
boats for use against the pirates and
now the United States follows their
example. China, too, will soon add several vessels of a similar type to her
service.
During the last four years several
citizens of the United States have been
murdered by Chinese pirates.

FAMOUS IN ENGLISH

By Frequent 6hampoos With Cutlcura
Will Help You. Trial Free.

FOSTER-MOBUR-

AND

Visitor to ths German Trenches De
scribes Thslr Construction and
Arrangements.

g

un-

ered a superstition, over which he Is
congratulating himself as much as over
the fact that he is well on tho way to
a full century of life. When eighty-nin- e

-

HAIR

CARE FOR YOUR

der the second President Harrison,
who has Just celebrated his ninety-firs- t

Freebooters Extend Thslr Operations
to Land Expeditions, and Frequently Loot Villages!.

"red-haired- "

OF MR. MORTON

BOUGHT WINDOW DISPLAY
An interesting story is being told
in Washington about Mr. John R. McLean. Mr. McLean is very fond of
taking walks downtown In the busi-

ness district, disdaining the use of
any automobile or carriage, as a rule,
when he wishes to go from one place
'
to another, or to take the air In a
saunter along the crowded thoroughfares. The other day bn was strolling
down F street and happened to see
In a photographer's
display window
a complete collection of photographs
of all the prominent persons who have
been Identified wfth the controversy
between the Riggs National bank and
officials of the treasure department.
A fancy struck Mr. Mc!ean to have
the collection, and he marched himand
self Into the photographer's
bought the collection outright, having it sent home, and thus breaking
up one of. the most Interesting window displays on F street.
Intimate friends of Mr. McLean are
anxious to know Just why the millionaire publisher desired this collodion of
pictures of some more or less noted persons.
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A Soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed

For Douches

In ths local treatment of woman's Ills,
sqrh as leucorrhoea and inflammation, hot
douches ot Paxtlne are very efficacious.
Ko woman who has ever need medicated
douches will fail to appreciate the clean and
healthy condition Paxtlne produces and the
prompt relief from soreness and discomfort
which follows lu use.Thls is because Paxtlne
possesses superior cleansing, disinfect
lug ana
. neaiingtt..properties,
T
ID.
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The Army of
Constipation
Is Crowing Smaller Every Day,

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS are

responsible
they
not only give relief .r
they perms- nentlycureCeeyjsr

LEADER OF WOMAN LABORERS

in luair

private correspondence witb women, which proves its superior! I y. Women who havs been
relieved suy It is " worth Its
weicht in irold." At drusirlsts.
AOo. large Ihx or by mail.
Sample free.
The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass,
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Once there was an eager little
(tissues. Mil-- . r
IIlllUbU
I
II T.;
lions use.Tfsf .r-V
IIPILLB.
German girl, of whom, perhaps, you
I J
mm
I
them
for
could And traces In the brave, forceful
BiliseiaiH.
face of Emma Steghagen, labor leadladiitriiee. Sick HeaeVae, SaDew Skh.
er, delegate to the recent convention
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE
of the National Women's Trade Union
Genuine mutt bear Signature
league at New York. You might find
a suggestion of the thin, emotional
child in the figure, bowed by factory
labor, yet energetic with the spirit of
protest.
DAISY FLY KILLER
This little girl lived before woman
tiM. Mtsat, Oltmsj,
suffrage had become a national Issue,
DaMnftttftt, oonvaaMt
ail
before the serious magazines were pro"p.on.Last
Mftdl
ducing special suffrage issues, even
aVlaL OaOllBlll or O
ovori will bo I Mil
before the cartoons were exploiting
OjBf
Bythlaf.
yet In her own mind
the "suffragette"
OoarmatsMd
sTwtm.
All alrt ov.sml
she had evolved the theory that
BprsjtW patld fur ll.CsV
. f.
women bad a right to suffrage and to
ABOLB tOMiaS, IN Do ftl A,)., toMkl.
labor organization.
She was only
fourteen when the time came for her
BsovnELLKisLL'-,:r.:- r
to stop school and go to work In the
Fifty eeennd Tr. Oollof Tparmtor. oniftoaM
factory.
rtfhi to Htullh, Vinur ftnoT WflltMloa. AdvuBfsjsi
1
eoursM fur High fVh.tol frailnavuw. llofblu '
"I was miserable at the time,"
MlUiO. BUM KCrMMU eWklrU, riUsiFt, 0AkU,
said Miss Steghagen, In telling tha
story, "fcr it was my ambition to be a schoolteacher, which was, of course. HOWARD C. BUSTM
Specimen prloesi Oold. Stiver, Lead, SI :OoM,
Impossible, since my father was a laborer. One of the things which I havs
llT.r, 76c i Ooitt.goet Elae or Copper, II. Malum.
.
to be thankful for in life Is that I did not realize this ambition; that I was aveiopea and rail prteellsieeat
on
. OarbeaaM MM. UaaS.
able to champion the cause of labor from the laborer's standpoint. I was LaadVlll. Colo.
bound to have devoted my life to this work of organizing the woman workff, ('IriMBi
!
ers, snd my usefulness has been Increased tenfold because I havs been a
D C. AdTsTOaWrd hsjokB If
"
twenty-fivyesr
worker myself for
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PROFESSIONAL
Notice of Suit Tending.
ity. It is this enterprise abuna
with
dantly exhibited and
To G. T. Brashear
united pull that makes Clovis a
and Timothy Z. Kennemer;
progressive city. The quickest
The News Printing Company
You and each o f you are here
and easiest way to kill a town,
Publishers.
LAWYER
by not ified that suit has been
is to exhibit alack of confidence.
E.
pending
in
Editor.
Curren,
is
the
now
and
filed
Arthur
New Mexico.
It appears that the News was Tell the stranger that the town District Court of Curry County, Clovis,
and
to
much
amount
will
never
a
premature
little
in announcing
New Mexico, wherein G. N
Entered at the post office at
contemplated resignation of that all that is needed is the
the
class
second
M.
as
N.
Vitato is plaintiff and G. T,
Clovis.
Register A. J. Evans of the Fort funeral derge to bu y it, and
March
of
act
the
under
Braslrear and Timothy Z. Ken
matter
Sumner Land Office. Mr. Evans you are a full fledged member of nemer are
Attorneys at Law
defendants in cause
3. 1871).
good
advises u s that h e has not the "knocktra" club in
No. 897;
wherein plaintiff
Office in Worley Bldg.
authorised anyone to Btate that standing. Talk up your town if sues to recover a note for $200.00
TERMS! OF, SUBSCRIPTION
to
you
Opposite Postoffie
come
have
others
would
he contemplated tendering his
4, 1912, executed
January
dated
you
up
your
Rocms 4 and 5.
you.
if
town
Talk
$1.00
Year
One
resignation and that for the
by defendant Timothy Z. Ken
and
it,
in
would
50c
an
interest
feel
It is your friend.
Months
Six
present he will continue to disNew Mexico.
Clovis,
nemer to u. N. Kennemer, or
people
feel
an
interest
have
its
charge the duties of his office.
It is for your convenience.
way order, with interest at ten per
is good news as Mr. Evans in you. There is no better
This
1,
1913,
and
cent
due
December
It will help you save.
From appearances the stork
one
is a competent and obliging of to do it. And many a time
by
mortgage
executed
secured
spend
the season ficial
is preparing to
It will care for your savings
and we hope that he will little word of unpleasant refer- by said Timothy Z. Kennemer
in and about Clovis.
Surgeon
not
and
Physician
something
does
that
ence
to
decide to remain in office.
It will pay you interest on
exactly suit you and not partic on Southwest Quarter Section
Office in Jackson Bldg,
them.
a
of
not
much
Fords
are
The
ularly concern you as to that 19, Township 8 N., Range 36
Opposite Postoffice
society car but they get there
i n Curry
M.
M.
N.
plaintiff
The conditions
P.
and
It will give you expert admatter, will turn a good man's East
county, generally speaking, are influence away from your town alleges that he is the owner and Office Phone 231 -R- esidence 269
just the same.
vice when you are perin excellent condition. Grass and may even drive him away holder of said note and mort
plexed.
Z
More rains have fallen over is splendid and range conditions
Timothy
gage;
said
the
that
up
At your own fireside talk
The advice it gives you will
E.
the county during the past week could not be better. There is your town. Among your neigh- Kennemer sold and conveyed
be sound.
which will further assure a not the slightest trace of any bors' talk up your town. When said land to defendant G. T,
DENTIST
It will be your friend in
bumper crop.
diseases among the stock and you come in contact with strang Brashear, October 9, 1912, and
prosperity.
Bank.
Over First National
prices are satisfactory. ers, talk up the most potent and that said G. T. Brashear
95.
Nothing succeeds like success. Many
Phone
who a agency ever set in motion for assumed the payments of said
It will assist you to avoid
New Mexico.
Our subscription campaign was few years ago had nothing but
Clovis,
note and mortgage as a part of
or overcome adversity.
helping your town.
a complete success and now a claim are now exhibiting good
consideration of said purchase;
Keep your money in YOUR
others will try the plan a round stock and bear a prosperous apthat plaintiff has paid the sum
Methodist
First
bank and pay your bills
Church
or two.
pearance.
Conditions o n the
of $52.63 taxes on said land un
by
check.
August 1st
farm are what might be called
der the terms of said mortgage
Many wagon loads of wheat ideal as the greater part of this
Subject for the miming ser and prays judgment jointly and
It is the modern way.
continue to be brought to town section of the state has been mon,
Physician & Surgeon
ihe fatriarch Jacob. severally, against defendants
It is the safe way.
daily although the wet weather visited by frequent rains which At 8 p. m. the subject will be, for
the sum of $200.00 on said
It is the most convenient
has somewhat hindered thresh- came in the proper time for the 'The Second Coming of Christ. ' ' note with intesest thereon from
Office Opposite Postoffice
way.
ing operations.
best growing conditions. Feed Please brethren every body work December 1, 1913; for $52 63
It is the ONLY way.
crops of all kinds are growing for the Sunday School. We take taxes paid by him, with interest
An unusual sight was that of nicely and sufficiently advanced pleasure in inviting people to at- at ten per cent
thereon from
is the way of ALL sucD. It cessful
a staggering woman o n the at this season of the year to tend our Church.
April 7, 1915, and attorney's D. L.
men.
streets of Clovis Monday. She insure a splendid harvest and
J. H. Messer. Pastor.
fee $50.00 and costs, with fore
Make it YOUR way.
Physician & Surgeon
was a stranger and must have a heavy yield. A great deal of
closure of said mortgage and
Episcopal Church
come from Kansas or Oklahoma. fruit wiil be marketed here this
sale of said land to pay said inoffice in elks home
Rev. D. A. San ford, Pastor.
year for the first time and there
debtedness; that plaintiff's at- Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326
When Clovis goes after any- is no
torney is J. S. Fitzhugh. whose
better fruit both for 6ize On Sunday August 1st.,
thing like it means business, as and flavor than
Morning address is Clovis, New Mexico.
that raised on
School at 9:45.
in the case of the Bankers ConDated July 30, 1915.
the plains. The absence of in service with Holy Lommunion
vention, we generally are sucW. C. Zerwer,
sects that infect the fruic in and sermon at 11 a. m. Subject
cessful in getting it. This will lower damp climates has prob
Clerk.
(SEAL)
Dangers
"Some
DENTIST
of our Day."
be two conventions that are
ably some bearing on the excel Evening service at 7:30 p. m.
Opposite P. O.
Office
scheduled to meet here next lency of
the plains fruit, which The change from 8 p. m. to 7:30 Oscar S. Huffman a workman
89.
Phone
year.
when its superior qualities is p. m. for night service should be at the Santa Fe shops had his
M EX.
CLOVIS,
NEW
better known, will command the noted.
foot pierced with a steel splinter
Considerable commotion was
highest market price.
while at work Monday and was
created in Clovis by the socialist
W. I. Luikart and family re- removed to the hospital.
con
conditions
With
all
these
lecture delivered by Mrs. Kate
L.
O'Hare. Many democrats have fronting us, there is every reason turned from Lubbock, Texas,
Saturday where they have been
Physician & Surgeon
Hoes, Rakes and garden tools.
since been seen caucusing which to feel optomistic over the situvisiting relatives for a week.
o
hard
Despondency
r
ation.
Special attention to diseases of
indicates that some of her re
Phone 72. We deliver.
They were accompanied here by
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
marks must have been the sub times are unknown here and it
Mrs. Luikart's sister, Mrs. S. D.
and Fitting Glasses.
fact
is
a
but
if
that
idle
not
talk
ject of debate.
Onr Maari Ph.rai.cir
will
Stewart,
spend
who
a
short
many people of the overcrowded
S. A. JONES, President
Oftle Phon. 161. tUaldmc Phon. i.
visiting.
time
cononly
actual
knew the
The first money that the city east
New Mex.
Clovis,
S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
is able to spare should be spent ditions that now exist here and
A.
W. SKARDA, Cash.
in street crossings. Those on with the splendid opportunities
West Grand Avenue are almost that this country offers, the
The time has come for a complete reversal of the tone
D.
impassable after a rain. The means o f conveyance would
and makeup of the Serial Motion Picture.
money spent in ny traps was a probably be inadequate for their
of ta Arm of Dr. Praator A 8w.rln In
good investment. Now for the transportation to this country.
of RmwII
The uncanny and mysterious are having their vogue.
There is plenty of room for more
crossings.
will be in Clovis from the 15th
E.
and the development work is
The wild and melodramatic types are tiring the multitude.
20th of each month treating
to
We anticipate
The dates for the county fair hardly begun.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
LAND LAWYER
The time has come for something new in Serials,
are now the subject of discus- the greatest immigration to this
and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
we
have
fall
that
this
section
sion among the boosters who
Realizing the demand, capitalizing the new sentiment,
If you expect difficulty
generally see to it that the fair ever experienced and we hope
in making proof, let me
we come with "The Goddess" a new serial that marks a
is a success. September 21 to 24 those who have determined to
DR. H. R GIBSON
help you. Contest work
new epoch in picture offerings.
is considered by some to be the come will be here in ample time
proper time as it will not con to prepare their places for next
a specialty. Two years
It has a sunny flavour, a springtime idyl, a delicious melflict with the fair dates at other years crop.
Register of U. S. Land
Treats all diseases both acute
ody of youth, innocence, joy, love, purity and good.
places which might otherwise
Office.
and chronic. Special attention
Eight years exdetract from the attendance
The principal reason that Clo
to diseases of women.
given
perience
as U. S. Com-- .
liquid
writer,
Governeur Morris, America's most fluid,
here.
vis continues to grow ana oe
FREE
EXAMINED
PATIENTS
missioner.
has written a story that will dazzle you with its sunny
prosperous is because we have
North Main Street
Office 103
Many wagon loads of wheat men here of vim, vigor, push
deliciousness.
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
from northern Curry county and and energy who are hot back
Mexico.
New
and
W.
Goddard,
of
Ghost
Clovis,
Breaker"
devoting
"The
their
Charles
author
time
southern Quay county are com- ward about
ing to Clovis every day. This and money to its advancement.
many other dramatic successes, has picturized the story.
marketing of wheat i n such They sieze every opportunity to
Ralph W. Ince, who has more artistic successes to his
quantities at Clovis would lead give it a boost, by erecting good
Ottawa Star Nurseries
the new comer to believe that buildings, advocating measures
name than any other director, has produced the story.
All
kinds of Trees Shrubto
means
ways
and
we resided in the center of an and
better
forlall kinds of
bery and Flowers.
Anita Stewart, prettiest, cleverest and most charming,
established wheat producing sec the conditions in which we live;
Meats and Produce
38 years experience.
tion.
induce railroads to come here;
is Celestia and playing opposite as Tommy Steele, her
W. F. MOORE
F. M. MOORE
Phone 123.
work for public improvements,
Phone 123.
chiefest worshiper, is Earle Williams.
Local solicitors.
every
energy
within
The News is in receipt of a and exert
their power to keep the town in
communication
attacking
Arthur E. Curren, premier publisher of the pictorial
For Sale
speaker at the socialist meeting the limelight through publicity
serial in Clovis, will have charge of the publication of the
Saturday night which is signed and other means. The Clovis
1
well drill and Piano.
cows,
4
j ji ji
j j, j, j, j, j, j, j, j,
story which will appear weekly in The Clovis News.
"Hill Billy."
The article is business men realize that a town
Cash on stock, balance on terms.
t
principally in defense of the can not stand still, we must
W. F. Braswell.
pd.
What more can we say than that the best talent in the
Methodist church and says either advance or retrograde.
by
all
the
country has been called together and utilized
among other things that unless Our citizens, as a rule, always
organization
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all
Vitagraph
for
theof
resources
wonderful
We want your farm
the speaker at the meeting can speak a good WO' d. Everywhere
A.
Rodes.
family.
serial
J.
loans,
ever
the
fantastic,
artistic
most
production
of
Can handle
the
the
prove what she said about the they go they say that Clovis is
them on short nomade.
Methodist church, she will have the best town in the southwest
tice.
to bear the stigma of being an and it is. They never over"THE GODDESS"
Plumbing, Repair prompt and
to say a
I f "Hill look an opportunity
unmitigated liar.
See us at on eel
satisfactory. Phone 72.
Billy" wants the article publish- boosting word for the town and
Weekly Chapters at Lyceum Theatre.
Shown in Two-Paed he or she will have to either county. These things wield a
The
Initial Showing August Ninth.
sign their name to the article for powerful influence in the upUnion
Mortgage
Co.
publication or we must know building of a town and commun- -

The Clovis News

who they are and have their
signature to it for our files. The
article is in type but we have
withheld its publication pending
receipt of this information.

W. A. Gillenwater
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ENAMELEDWARE

ENAMELEDWARE

When in need of Enameledware, we have Tea Kettles, Coffee and Tea Pots, Water Pails, all kinds of
Cooking Vessels, Pudding Pans, Milk Pans, Chamber pails, Chambers, in fact everything to be found
in a first class stock and at the lowest price, quality
considered.

WHIT ING'S

Glassware

Tinware

"THE OLD 5 and 10c STORE"

Local and Personal
Read Whiting's ad this week.
The Whitten family left Wednesday for Rogers. Arkansas
after a residence in Clovis of two
years. They came here for the
benefit of Mr. Whitten's health.

J. II. Shepard passed through
Tuesday tn route from Oklahoma to his home in Portales.
He has been conducting a revival meeting at Carter, Oklahoma, for the past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mears of
Mears Pharmacy left Wednesday
for a camping trip in the mountains near Santa Fe. They expect to be gone several weeks
and will visit in the meadow and
ancient cities.
Mrs. W. T. Boorman is enjoying a visit from her father, Mr.
L. Bass, of McKinney Texas.
He is so well pleased with this
country that he is seriously considering locating here permanently.
C. C. Baker returned from
Arkansas Monday after a visit
to his old home for ten days.
He was glad to get back to cool
New Mexico and cast off a few
malaria germs which he had
adopted during his short visit
there.
Clovis is to have a business
college soon. A party of Fort
Worth College people are here
for the purpose of establishing a
They made a trip to
school.
Portales Monday and recruited
seven students for the Clovis

0,

College.

Notice of Assignee's Sale
The undersigned hereby offers
for sale the stock of goods and
fixtures of the E. C. Grisamore
store at Clovis, New Mexico.
The stock of merchandise consists of ladies' and misses'
garments.
The
r
fixtures include show cases,
mirrors, cabinets, etc.
Prospective bidders may examine the stock and a detailed
inventory by making arrangements with the undersigned.
Bids will be passed on Friday,
August 6th., 2 p. m at the office
of the undersigned.
The right is reserved to reject
any and all bids.
Clovis National Bank.
ready-to-wea-

Clovis. New Mexico.

"Uncle Billy" Townsend. of
Springlake, Texas, wai in the
city several days the first of the
week shaking hands with his
many friends. Mr. Townsend,
who was one of the aldermen of
Clovis, owns valuable property
here.
J. P. Courtney and daughter,
Miss Delia, left for Ft Worth and
Galveston on the Gulf excursion
from Amarillo Saturday. Mrs.
Tom Bowman who has been visit
ing them for a month accompan
ied them as far as Amarillo on
her way to her home in

get that

ground ready for wheat. Will
do your work with Case gas

tractor.
3- -t

W. W. Holland.
Clovis, N. M.

pd.

Read This Advertisement !
If you are in the market for Life Insurance, why
not investigate the Praetorians? Over $60.00
per member to protect policy holders. Accident
benefits in each policy without additional expense

J.

R. ELMORE,

Dist. Mgr.

Our District Manager J. R. Elmore of Clovis will
be glad to explain our plan and special benefits to
you. See him at once.

Clovis Council No. 770
Clovis has one of the best Praetorian Councils in
New Mexico. This council is adding new memMr.
bers each month. Give your application to
Elmore at once.

The Praetorians

Railroad News

record-break-

Douglas, clerk in the
superintendent's office, has gone
to Chicago for a visit.
R. F. King author o f the
"Spike Malone" stories in the
Railroad Mans magazine, has
gone to work as fireman out of
Clovis. Mr. King writes under
the name of John C. Russell and
his stories have many readers
among the railroad boys.
J.

M.

Home Office
Dallas, Texas

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
Garden and Field seeds now
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get them at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
money.
f
t--

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.

Iron Clad Hosiery, the very
best. A. J. Rodes. v

H M H H H yi rl H f t fel
You Need a Tonic

MH

There are times in every woman's life when she
needs a tonic to help her over the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what tonic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is composed of purely vegetable ingredients, which act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly organs,
and helps build them bark to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking

H

er

i

The Woman's Tonic
Miss Amelia Wilson, R. P. D. Nor. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "I think Cardui is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before 1 began to take Cardui, I was
so weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now I feel as well and
as strong as 1 ever did, and can eat most anything."
Begin talcing Cardui today. Sold by all dealers.

at

Plowing
Now is the time to

Mrs. Crick were in Clovis one
day
last week.
Curry and Roosevelt counties
Misses
Bertha Fahsholtz and
orchards are going to yield a
McLean
were in Lincoln
Bessie
larger fruit crops this year than
Monday.
,
district
the
history
of
ever before in the
Several Frio boys attended
country. Reports coming from
a t Lincoln Sunday
all parts of the county indicate Retreat
night.
this.
H. T. Bowen of this city, has a
Some of the Lincoln folks atsplendid orchard, that contains tended the party at the home
almost all kinds of fruits and of Mr. and Mr3. Brown, of Frio
berries. His vineyard is some- last Monday night.
thing great and the prospects
Nellie Mott has been on the
are the best ever seen.
sick list for several days.
A. J. Cain, one of our farmers
Mrs, Brasher and daughter,
who lives out south of town, has
Ethel, spent the day at Mrs.
a young orchard that is showing
Tuesday.
Isham's
up fine. Mr. Cain put out quite
Westfall
is looking for
John
a few more trees this spring.
Iowa.
from
his
sister
J. O. Wade of the Rock Lake
J. R Hodges went to Clovis
community has had one o f the
to
work in the dairy, but he said
best cherry crops that has ever
couldn't stay away from Linhe
His
been harvested anywhere.
coln
and had to come back. We
gooseberespecially
the
berries,
ries and currents, are fine, the wonder why?
Mrs. Bell was out making calls
bushes being loaded from top to
Friday afternoon.
bottom.
W. H. Reese, one of our prosMiss Edna Palmateer spent
perous farmers, three miles from the night with Ethel Brasher
this Monday night.
town, has a
year. His peach crop is t h e
Mrs. Clack came home Saturmain fruit in his orchard.
day from Clovis where she has
Eastern New Mexico is coming been attending normal.
to the front along many lines
Prof. Burton Rodgersand Miss
that are going to be hard to beat. Bernice McBrayer, of Shiloh, reMelrose Dairyman-Farmer- .
turned home from Las Vegas,
where they have been attending
Prairie Valley Items
State Normal.
Eula and Alta Isham attended
We have been having some
Lincoln Sunday
rains lately. Crops are looking Retreat
night.
fine in this neighborhood.
The Lincoin farmers have
N. C. Firestone and family
finished heading wheat.
visited W. D. Busby Sunday.
Brown Eyes.
Monroe Echols is having a well
drilled on his place.
Field News
Mr. and Mrs. Cheis Firestone
The people are all busy since
visited with A. W. Skeen Sunthe fine rains. Some are breakday.
ing land and getting ready for
Some farmers are having their sowing wheat.
oats cut this week.
Charlie Adams, of Melrose,
Forney Gibbs had a fine young has been spending a few days
horse killed by lightning last in the country with the Roach
Friday.
boys.
Sam Baba's barn was set on
Mr. and Mrs. A. Roach and
fire by lightning with a total son, Earnest, leaves Clovis the
loss.
29th of July on their way to
Fred Hoover and family have Tennessee. They will stop over
gone to Texas to visit Mr. Hoov- in Texas a few days as they go
er's parents.
on.
J. W. Malone is fencing his
Crops are looking fine. Some
section of land.
of the corn is as fine as it grows
Our mail route has been ex- back east in the river bottom.
tended four miles which accomoThey never had the picnic at
dates quite a few more people.
Plain the 4th of July. Every
J. F. Skeen reports his corn body was so busy about that time
silking.
they put it off until the 4th of
August.
this
good
rain
Had another
morning July 20.
I guess the Roach boys will
have some watermelons ripe by
frost any way, if not sooner.
Lincoln Locals
We hope i t will be sooner
Crops are looking fine at presthough.
ent
H. E. and C. F. Roach was at
Alta Isham and Chester
Clovis
the other day and Mr.
serVaughn attended preaching
took them for a ride
Robinson
vices at Lincoln Sunday.
on his new Harley Davidson
Lincoln prayer meeting is still motorcycle, which they enjoyed
progressing.
very mnch.
D. Houston, of Clovis, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Brasher,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Smith and Mr.
this week,
and Mrs. C. J. Quante made an
Mr. and Mrs. Palmateer and auto trip to Hurley Tex. Tue.

Melrose

Has Helped Thousands.

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
4 S. F. HOSPITAL WORK
ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

WE DO THE A. T.

ANITARY

-

-

-

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...
CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.
First
112

2

Class Work.

Hot and Cold Bath
Clovis, New Mexico.

South Main St.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AM) TRAXSI

I'RJJNE

The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Q

Residence Phone 321

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone 14.

Night Phone

38.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
USING DISK BEFORE PLOWING

ILL

&k

Author of "CardigarTthe Conspirators"

niUSIM10N5
ROBT.

Maids-at-Armse-

an Amrrlinn soldier of
.n.i.L.y of "e
"""p,1"
of
at ih.- inbreak
to arrest
war, Is ..pl-n-- il
um-mmilHJohn Hu.'khurai. nl leader of tna
lnln
f 'U.1V'I1B"
und iii..-.-i-.search-'ni- t
Idle
wels.
J.
erown
hi.
Is ordered to
for Huckhurst.
and her .roup
nrr.st I'minlw .If Vassart
them to the Bel
ef socialists and escort finds
Sylvia Elven
ilan l...r.l.T.
ol the Odeon disguised na a peasant and
the
carries her lo I.a Trappa where
and her Mends are assembled.
rminu-aavea
countess
The
All are arrested.
Scarlett from a fatal fall from the roof
cf the house. He denounces BuckhurBt
s
aa the leader of the Ilede and th" cnun-lea-III
conducts Mm tn where Huckhurst on
descend
secreted. Herman l'hlansescapes during
the plnre und Hu.k hurst
He
the melee. Hcnrlelt la wounded. countess
the
In
ema
he
n
where
house at Mmsbronn.
Is
for by the countess. A tleree battle
French
sir.-ctbetween
In
the
fouiht
prosoldiers. Buekhurst
and Prussian
teases repentence und returns the crown
Jewels to Scarlett. He declares he will
jrlve himself up lo the
h0,'t,,.
doul.la his sincerity. Buckhurst Buck-burthe countess lo tr to Paradise.
a.lnills that he racolyea pay from
the Prussians for Information which he
to
does not Rive. He secures passports
the coun-tea- s
the French lines for Scarlett, report
to
and himself. Scarlett
and finds Mor-nathe secret service In Paris
charge.
emperor.
In
shadow of the
and later,
He deposits the crown Jewels
when making a detnlled report, finds that
pehbles have been substituted for the real
stones. Speed, a comrade In the service,
warns Scarlett that Mornae Is dangerous.
t
He also Informs him that all the govern-.nentreasure Is being transported to the
cosst for shipment out of the country.
rVarlett and Speed escape to Join a circus. The circus arrives at Paradise. An
calling
order Is received hv the mayor daughthe eltliens to srms Jacqueline,
ter of the Lliard. offers to Join the circus
to give exhibitions In the character of a
mermaid. Scarlett makes friends with
(he I.Izard. Scarlett calls on the countess
at her home In Paradise. He llnda Sylvia
Klven slso there. He learns the countess
They
has withdrawn from the socialists.
The Llr.ard
swear eternal friendship.
Trie-Traone
through
Scarlett,
learns for
that Mornae Is head of a communis-li- e
conspiracy. Scarlett learns something
through a rellow peref Svlvia
former named Kelly. Orders regarding
the treasure trains are changed, owing to
the discovery of a plot at Ixrlent. Orders
are received for the expulsion of the circus. Huckhurst appears In Paradise and
secures recruits for the red flag. Scarlett
admits he Is In love with the
Scarlett Is Intured by the circus linns and
taken to the home of the countess.
fnr-tu-

Scarlett,

Hi.-

n

CHAPTER XIX. Continued.
1
"Preparation
for
should say," he replied, bluntly. 'They
are tinkering with the trestle.
ragamuffins have Just seised
the railroad station at
where the main line crosses,
you know, near the ravine at
Buck-burst'-

s

Lam-rnerl-
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"Yes, m'sieu.

I

could not bring the

box, and there hud been enough

blood

ihed over It already. Besides, when
Buckhurat broke It open there was
only a bit of iron for the scrap heap
left."
I touched Speed's arm to call his at
tention; the poacher shrugged his
"Trlc-Trashoulders and continued:
made no ceremony with me; he told
me that he and Huckhurst had settled
this Doctor Delmont, and the other
the professor Tavernier."
"Murdered them?" muttered Speed
"Dame! the coup du Pere Francois
suppose."
Is murder,
fipecd turned to me. "That's the argot for strangling," he said, grimly.
"Go on," I motioned to the poacher,
"How did you et the money?"
"Oh. pour o In my turn I turned
eonneue," he toplled, with a savage
smile.
A sonueur, In thieves' slang, Is a
creature of the footpad type who, trip
ping bis vlcii-x- j flat, seises him by the
shoulders and beats bla bead against
the pavement until he renders hhn u uIf be doesn't kill hlra.
nconscious
I asked the poacher wby Huckhurst
bad come to Paradise, and why his
banditti had seized the railroad at
c

1

n

c

r

w

(

woman believes that she has In her
pay the communist leader of the revolt, a man called Buckhurst. Sbe Is
In error. Within the next twenty-fou- r
hours. I expect to see Buckhurst a
And when that happens It
prisoner.
will go hard with Mademoiselle Elven,
for be will turn on her to save himself.
you know wbat that
.
.
.
And
means;
a blank wall, Kelly,
.
There Is but one
and a
sex for spies. She must leave tonight,
Kelly. She must try to cross Into
Spain. Will you help her?"
He nodded, striving to say "yes."
"You know your own risk?"
"Yes."
"Her company hs death for you both
If you are taken."
He stood up very straight. In what
strange forms comes happiness to
man!
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Experi-

Tbe disking of stalk or stubble land
before plowing is ono of the most important practices In the handling of
solid. The recent droughts have emEach year
phasized Its importance.
larger numbers of farmers are following this, practice, which has been
recommended and used by the Missouri agricultural experiment station.
The disking of land before plowing la
one of the things which all farmers,
d
but particularly those located on
corn-bel- t
land, should practice.'
Some men have found It profitable to
sod, but the practice
disk
has Its greatest advantage when applied to Btalk and stubble land.
The soil will abHorb more water
when It Is disked before plowing. This
has been a very important point in,
recent years when the soil has been
rarely soaked with water. The
stored in the soil, when tho
crops are put In, the larger will be th
return If the season Is dry. The thorough mixing of tbe stalks, stubble and other surface matter with th
soil, which results from tbe disking,
On stalk land
is very advantageous.
particularly the weighted disk takes
the place of the stalk cutter, and this
at the same time thoroughly mixes tbe
organic matter with the soil. A disk
may also be used to cut up green manure crops before turning them under
and brings about a more thorough mixing of this organic matter with tho
soil. One of tbe fundamental principles In plowing any land Is to thoroughly mix tbe organic matter wttn
the surface soil, and this Is greatly
favored by disking In advance of th
plow.
Land with a pulverized surface can
be turned with a plow In such a way
as to give a much better seedbed
than where the disking Is not done.
The land plows more easily, and the
pulverization is at the same time more
thorough. The disk barrow is one of
the most valuable of farm Implements
and its use in advance of the plow is
Just as Important as Its use following
high-price-

OPINION

Farmer Desired to Know Just Exactly
Where Hs "Was At," and Probably Hs Doss.

o

8alnt-Ysse-

"Ah," cried the Lliard. with a ferocious leer, "that is the kernel under
the limpet's tent! And I have uncov
red It I, Robert Uarenne, hon sang
de Jesut Listen, messieurs! We are
to wreck the train for Urest tonight.
Do you comprehend?"
"Where I asked, quietly.
"Just where the trestle at Lamme- -

P.R COOIER

you want; you want to go In yonder arms and my legs, and 1 have been deand use the telegraph. What tbe siring to see you. Come Into tbe house
Speed looked around at me. "It's devil," be burst out, "do all you bour and read shall we?"
Speed turned to me with an explanfrom
the treasure-traiLorlent geois want with that telegraph in
atory smile. "I've been reading the
They're probably sending the crown there?"
Has anybody else asked to use it?" 'Idyls' aloud to her tn English," he
diamonds back to Brest In view of the
said, rather shyly. "She seems to like
I Inquired, disturbed.
Uhlans being seen near Qulmper."
mimicked. them; It's the noble musio that at"Anybody else?" he
'On a false order?"
Well, I think so; there's somebody tracts her."
'That Is the truth," said the Lizard;
"Trlc-TraShe turned away Into the house,
told me. They have the In there now here, give your hundred
francs or I tell you nothing, you un- saying that she would get tbe book.
code book of Mornae."
I went into the house, leaving them
I thought quietly for a moment, then derstand!"
seated on the porch, heads together.
"Who Is In that hut?"
asked the poacher whether there waa
comes often she while In a low monotone Speed read
"A lady she
a guard at the semaphore of Saint- tbe deathless "Morte d'Atbur."
gives ten francs each time. Zut!
Yssel.
Daylight was waning. Sylvia sat
'Yes, the soldier Rolland, who says what Is ten franca when a gentleman
be understands the telegraph a sot gives a hundred I She pays me for my reading In tbe Lutheran Bible by the
bont Place aux dames! falling light
from Morlalx." He hesitated and complaisance
"May I speak to you alone a molooked across the open moor toward You pay me better bont I'm yours,
War Is war, but money ment, after dinner?" I asked. '
Paradise. "I muat go," he muttered; gentlemen.
"If you wish." she replied.
pulls the trigger!"
"I am on guard yonder."
I bowed and started on, but she
Walt here," I said, disgusted, and
I offered him my hand again; he
called me back.
took It, looking me sincerely In the walked toward the stone station.
"Did you know that Monsieur Eyre
Tbe side door was partly open; I
eyes.
'Let your private wrongs wait a lit stepped In noiselessly and found my Is Ihere?"
was astonished, and asked where
tle longer," I said. "I think we can self in a small, dusky closet,, partitioned from tbe telegraph office. Im Eyre had gone.
catch BuckhurBt and Mornao alive."
"He Is In your room," she said, "load"For your sake," said the poacher, mediately the rapid clicking of the
clutching my hand In a tightening Morse Instrument came to my ears, ing your revolver. I hope you will not
Paradise."
grip "for your sake I have let Mor and mechanically I read the message permit him to go alone-t"I'll see about that," I muttered, and
nao go let him pass me at arm's by the sound as It rattled on under the
hurried up the stairs and down the
length, and did not strike. But I fingers of an expert:
Must have already found out that hallway to my bedchamber.
swear to you that If you miss him this
He sprang to the door as I entered,
time, I shall not miss I, Robert the the signals were not authorized by the
giving me both bands In boyish greetgovernment. Before the
Lizard!"
ing. I looked at blm keenly but pleas"You mean to kill Mornae?" I asked. returns to her station tbe German antly.
His eyes blazed. His strong fingers cruleer ought to Intercept her off
"You are going to load my revolver,
closed lighter on my hand. "Do you Oroix. Did you arrange for this?"
and go over to Paradise and take that
silence,
then
was
a
moment's
There
me,
me
wronged
understand that he
the reply In the balloon from these bandits?" I asked,
the soldier Oarenne, In garrison at back came rattling
smiling.
,
In
German:
but
code,
Morse
aristoVincennes; be, the officer, the
He shrugged his shoulders with a
Augusta
arranged.
Tbe
is
"Yes,
all
crat?"
vessel oft reckless laugh.
He choked, crushing my hand in a took a French merchant
"Give me my revolver," I said, coldAugusta
The
yesterday.
Pont
Aven
spasmodic grip. "Ami, tbe little red
You ly.
evening.
pass
ought
Grolx
to
this
deer was beautiful to me. He took are to burn three white lights from
His face tell. "Let me take it, Mr.
her the doe a silly maid of Paradise Point
he pleaded; but ! refused,
Is Scarlett.
Paradise If a landing-partand I was In irons, m'sieu, for three
needed. It rests with you entirely." and made him hand me the weapon.
years."
1
"Now,"
said, sternly, "I want to
Another silence, then the operator
"Your wife?" I asked, quietly.
know what the devil you mean by atIn the next room began:
"Yes, ami."
Kelly, what's tbe
The Insurgents here, under an Indi tempting suicide?
He dropped my numbed fingers and
matter with you? Is life as unattracIn our pay, one John Buckburst,
vidual
eyes
back
of
bis
with the
rubbed his
are preparing to wreck the train at tive as all that?"
big hand.
His flushed and sullen face darktrestle.
your
little the Lammerin
'Then Jacqueline is not
ened.
Point
reach
Augusta
can
the
"If
I
daughter?" asked, gravely.
"You appear here," I said, "after the
could
tonight, a landing-part"Hers not mine. That has been the Paradise
Insurgents, seize others have sailed from Lorlent. Wby?
easily
these
scatter
most terrible of all for me since she
In safety. To do yourself the pleasure of ending
and
died died so young, too, m'sieu and tbe treasures,
Is, you declare, nothing to an embittered life under the eyes of
"There
all alone in Paris. If he had not done
from Lorlent; the only thing, the woman wbo ruined you. Kelly, I
that If he had been kind to her. And fear
to be dreaded Is the appearance must tell you the well, something of
then,
she was only a child, ami, yet be left
off Oroix. She Is the truth as much as you need know
of
the
her."
My friend, sbe Is not
now In sight; I will notify you If . . . now.
not
All the ferocity In his eyes was
not come 1 worth It."
does
appears.
If
she
she
gone; he raised a vacant,
"Do you think that makes any diflights In triangle
visage to meet mine, and stood stupid- will burn three white
he said, harshly. "Let me
ference?"
la
Be
all.
This
headland.
on
Paradise
ly, heavy hands hanging.
I
alone, Scarlett. I know!
Good-by.Then, shoulders sloping, he sham careful. by,"
clicked the Instrument In know, I tell you!"
"Good
trailing
bis
off
Into the thicket,
bled
"Do you mean to tell me that you
the next room. There was a rustle of
battered rifle.
shoes on the know she deliberately betrayed you?"
tap
small
of
a
skirts,
away
mo
very
I
When he was
far
stone floor. I leaned forward and I demanded.
tioned to Speed.
"Yes, I know It I tell you I kn
through the little partition win
looked
"I think," said I, "that we had bet
by the table, It!"
stood
Elven
Sylvia
dow;
ter try to do something at the semayou love her?"
"And
drawing on her gloves. Her
phore if we are going to stop that quietly
"Yes." He dropped his haggard face
thoughtful.
flushed
was
and
face
train In time."
When she had gone, closing the out- on his arms a moment, then sat bolt
door behind her, I sprang to the uprisrht. "Truth Is better than life."
er
It,
CHAPTER XX.
key, switched on, and at a venture set he said, slowly. "I wanted to end
on the arsenal line, got a . . . I am tired."
switch
the
The Semaphore.
"Kelly," 1 said, "there remains anreply, and succeeded In alarm
The telegraph station at the sema- quick
sufficiently, I thluk, for In a other way to risk your neck, and. I
Ing
them
phore was a little, square, stone hut,
moments 1 was telegraphing di- think, a nobler way. There Is in this
terroofed with slate, perched high on the few
rectly
to the governor of Lorlent, and house a woman who Is running a
operacliffs. As we drew nearer we could
spy
whose
a
German
risk
rible
Interwipes
an
grew
with
hot
the
change of observations, which resulted tions have been discovered. This
my
to
running
In
the locker, tumbling
out all the signal bunting, cones, and
balls, sorting five flags, two red cones,
and a ball, and hastening out to the
semaphore.
I had set tbe signal for the
t
to land In force and wipe
and hla grotesque crew from the
fuce of the earth.
"Rolland." I said, "here Is another
hundred francs. Watch that halyard
and guard It. Tonight you will string
seven of those little lamps on this
other halyard, light ih.im, hoist them,
and then go up that tower and light
tbe three red lamps on the left. That
lady will never come here again, I TEACHING PUPILS TO SPELL
think. If she does, she must not touch
those halyards. Do you hear? If she N.w York Newspaper Thinks That
offers you money, remember I will
Possibly There Is sn Error In
double it. But, Rolland, if you lie to
the Present Process.
me 1 will have you killed as the Brehow
tons kill pigs; you understand
So much has been said and printed
that is done?"
the very Independent way pupils
about
Quietly Drawing en Her Gloves.
Walking fast over the springy heath,
now spell of course, there
school
In
rifle I told Speed briefly what I had done
see the sentry very distinctly,
always bad spellers that the
were
would not now
slung muzzle down, slouching his beat that the treasure-traireason for It should be known. A
leave Lorlent, that as soon as the
in th t sunshine.
or more years ago a new
dozen
came In sight of tbe semaThe soldier left hie poBt as we startnf teaching spelling was de
nothnd
ed toward him, and advanced, blinking phore Ruckhurst'a game must come to vised and from one end of our educa
an
end.
in the strong sunshine, meeting us
country to the other was
Far ahead of us we saw the flutter
.
practiced and favorably reported on. It
Sylvia
light
moor;
a
on
dress
tbe
"Are you the soldier Rolland?" I of
was called "vlsuallzlatlon," and meant
Klven was going borne.
asked.
tuat a mental picture was certainly
"A spy!" muttered Speed.
Ha admitted that be was with
impressed on "the child's" mind by
betshe had
prompt profanity, adding that if wt
1 think." said I, "thatonce,
the word. It never
merely looking-a- t
Mornae
didn't like bis name we had only to ter leave Paradise at
vlsualizers ihJt "tho
to
the
oturred
tell him so
bs would arnrng- the knows her record. Btckhurst would child" had always looked at the word,
j t Jtray Var In a wcaient If he thought
uttttor.
and that the drill they proposed t do
I
told him that we approved bk 1' might save hla own skin. Sn ought away with was all there was to the
sights
only of bis name but his personal ap- to leave before the
spelling lesson.
pearance; indeed, so great was our the semaphore and reads the signal to
word has
Many a
admiration for blm that we had come land in force."
expert educators In
"Then you'll have to tell her," he bee ef service to
l
moor exclear across tbe
tbla 'way. lnteraH', laboratory, effpressly to pay our compliments to said gloomily.
to sense, vital, prop
"I suppose so." I replied, not at all icient, to function,
him In the shape of a hundred franc
correlate; 'twas
and
apperceivs,
ress,
pleased.
note. I drew it from the soiled roll
began the divithen
game
and
good
s
Jacquecourt,
the
we
entered
When
the Lizard bad Intrusted to me, and
eggs, Into right, partlike
words
of
sion
arms,
cat
In
big,
furry
her
displayed It for the sentinel's Inspec- line, her
rating
cams to the door and greeted 8 peed ly right, and strictly right, and
tion.
25 per sent, children 66 per cent., as in
"Under certain conditions," I said, with:
away a vary long Leslie county, Kentucky, and some
"Yon have be
"these five louts are for you."
wher all these
The soldier winked. "I aaow what time and Us Uscsj are all out of my places earar home,
e

"That's all I have to report, except
that your friend, Robert the Lizard, Is
out yonder flat on hie belly under a
gorse bush, and'he wanta to sea you."
"The Lizard!" I exclaimed.. "Come
on, Speed. Where Is he?"
"Yonder, clothed In somebody's, lino
uniform. He's one of them. Scarlett,
do you trust him? He baa a rifle."
yes," I said. Impatiently.
"Yes,
"Come on, man! It's all right; the
fellow is watching BuckhurBt for me."
I greeted the poacher frankly, offering my hand; he took It, then his hard
flet fell away and he touched bis cap.
"I have done what you wanted." ho
aid, sullenly. "I have the company's
He dragged
rolls here they are."
from his baggy trousers pockets a
mass of filthy papers, closely covered
with smeared writing.
"Here is the
money, too," he said, fishing In the
other pocket; and, to my astonish-Bent- ,
he produced a flattened, soiled
mass of bank notes. "Count It," he
added, calmly.
"What money Is that?" I asked,
it reluctantly.
"Didn't you warn me to get that box
sat
the Bteel box that Trlc-Tradown on when he R,w me?"
"In that money from the box?" I

Missouri
(By M. F. MILLER.
ment Btatlon.)

tc

rin croBBes the ravine below the house
of Josephine Tanguy."
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Ons of ths Most Important Practice
In Hsndllng of Bolls Land Will
Absorb Mors Moisture.

blue-gras- s

more-wate-

r

"You are a lawyer, aren't you?"
asked the young farmer.
"Yes," replied the young lawyer
genially to bis first client, ottering a
chair and assuming a fine nonchalance.
"Well. I want to know wby it Is unlawful to kill rabbits."
"Well." said the lawyer, "It Is
against the law in this state to kill
rabbits In the closed season, which the plow.
Includes the summer months, and you
can't shoot them at any time without BEST CORN FOR DRY FARMING
a license."
Whits Flint Is Hsrdy
"Well, s'posln' they get Into my can- Australian
Drought Reslstsnt snd Earlier
taloupes. Can't I shoot "em for
Maturing Than Dents.
"No, you can't shoot a rabbit for
P. Byrnes of Pueblo, Colo., farmer,
trespassing. The only thing you can
both dry la nd and Irrigated, and editor,
do Is to have him arrested."
"If he comes Into my house I can la a great believer In flint corn. He
writes about it as follows:
shoot him, can't I?"
The Australian white flint corn is
"Not unless he breaks In. If you
varileave the door open and be walks in a hardy, early, drought-resistan- t
you must not shoot him. But If be ac- ety of corn and for dry farming it
cidentally falls Into a pot or bollng cannot be excelled. Besides having
water you can make soup of blm, I the qualities mentioned In this para
graph it comes in from two to three
suppoBe."
"It seems to me the rabbit has a weeks earlier than most of the dent
great advantage over me. He can eat varieties of corn and as feed for the
my cantaloupes and cabbages, but I live stock runs low in the early fall
It fulfills a very important mission.
can't do anything with blm."
In wet seasons It sends out long ears
"You can scare him If you wish.
You dan shoot at him. but you must and two ears on a stalk are no excepnot hit him. The rabbit has this ad- tion. Besides, It suckers to a large exvantage over tbe cantaloupe, too If tent and Is a great fodder producer.
Because of Its nature to stool out It
you shoot at the rabbit and hit a cantaloupe it Is all right. No harm done. should be planted thin and it will then
Rut If you shoot at a cantaloupe and produce more corn, especially If the
season Is dry.
hit a rabbit It Is a fine and ImprisonAustralian white flint corn is grown
ment.
"However, In the open season all extensively throughout the West, and
you have to do Is get a license and it would be hard to carry on nonlrrl-gatefarming without It.
you can go and shoot rabbits or canIt Is hard and very flinty, but If
taloupes either.
"As you see, you will then have all shelled snd soaked for one hour before
You can get a license feeding It will be found to have softthe advantage.
and the rabbit cannot, and you can ened considerably and horses eat It
shoot, a privilege denied to canta- readily. It contains a higher percentloupes. You really have quite an ad- age of nutriment than the soft varieties of corn and hogs fatten on It
vantage.
"My fee Is 15. Thank you, very In a less time than when fed the softer
dent corn, as any observing farmer
much."-Chica- go
News.
can verify by trial.
White flint corn usually yields from
IS to 26 bushels to the acre, but on
Irrigated land It runs as high as 60
bushels to the acre, but much care
should be used In Irrigating it, as
water Injures Instead of helps
It because from Its nnture it grows
with a minimum of moisture.
d

PRODUCTION

OF GOOD BUTTER

Articles sent to Market In
Attractive Package Will Appeal
to Taste of Buyers.

High-Grad-

new devices were practiced and "reof
on regardless
ported favorably
facts," as one may see who reads
Page 261, Eleventh Report of Schools,
which condumns these practices.
To encourage pupils is laudable, but
to tell them they are right when they
are wrong, even though we may recognize degrees of wrongness In words
as in eggs, Is certainly not commendable. The action of educator Sweet-maIn accepting "bad" for "bade"
should be no model for others to follow, nor for himself to contlnus.
There have been many like him; hi s
but type. New York Times.
n

When Icebergs Are Visible.

The greatest distance at which an
Iceberg can be observed In clear
weather by day la eighteen miles. The
average berg, on an ordinarily clear
day, can be sighted from thirteen to
sixteen miles from ths ship on a
cloudy day from eleven to fourteen
miles. In a slight fog bergs can be
sighted at two miles, In a dense fog
at 200 yards, and In drizzling rain at
two and a half miles. In bright moonlight they can bs seen at two and a
half miles with ths naked eye; In
starlight at ons mils, and at two miles
distance with glasses. On a night
overcast and dark, but with the horizon visible, bergs can bo seen at a
mil with glasses.
dlstanc ol oas-ha-

e

The essentials In the making of
good butter can be secured by anyone
who will take a little pains. There
has been so much discussion of the
subject of caring for milk and cream
through the columns of the farm papers that It really seems that a better
grade of butter could be made now
with modern equipment than at any
time In the past. And If a
article can be produced, and it Is sent
to market packed in a dainty manner
fhat will appeal to the eyes as well
as to the tastes of the buyers, It will
sell at a price that will assure the
producer a gc- d margin of profit.high-grad-

-

Save Vegetable Seeds.

extra good kinds
of vegetables, It nays to save the
seeds of the best plants. Watch your
peas, beans, tomatoes, snd ether vegetables, and save for seed the earliest,
extra-gooones you have. By doing
1Mb you will be able to Improve the
stock a little every year, and have
the satisfaction of knowing what you
are planting.
If you have some

Keep Chicks Growing.
After the chicks are hatched, aee
that they are fed regularly several
times a day, so as to keep them growing right along.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
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FRENCHMEN

ARE FIGHTING TO

REGAIN LOST PROVENCE

OF LORRAINE

Edward B. Clark Describes a Visit to the French Trenches Near
Nancy Noise of the Batteries Is Terrific Men Live Underground Day in and Day Out, Yet Keep Their Spirits
Above Ground Sees War and Peace Side by Side.
(Staff
In

By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Correspondent
of tho Wntin
Newspaper Union.)

At Lorraine's battle front Nancy,
French Irralne, Is ths city at
which I left the
train to make
my

-

if

t

y

if1

under

way

military g u I d
ance to the battle front. This
town of Prance
Is only a tew

miles

distant

from where the
troops of the republic and the
troops of the
empire are at
(rips along one
of the moat hotly

contested

fronts In this
world war.
It Is the ambition of the
L
French army to
Edward B. Clark.
take German
Lorraine and to bold It for all
time. German took this province
way from France in 1870, and France
wants to take It back. It la probable
that the French soldiers here have
n added aplrit for the fighting because fair Lorraine, their
possession, Is the price at slake.
It was not my thought that should
ee any of the real battling until I
reached the actual front, but strangely enough perhaps I saw flghtlr.g of
kind which 15 years ago could not
have been witnessed, and I saw It
from a hotel window In the big city
of Xanry. The windows cif my room

J

one-tim-

1

never know where one of the things Is
going to drop. The noise Is terrific,
and while all the batteries along the
front may be firing at something
miles away, the hearer and the onlooker does not know this necessarily, but
It he suspects It and thinks that danger la remote he has full realisation
that a variation of an inch or two
to the right or to the left of the mua-sl- e
of one of the big guns will change
the direction of the Are so that the
next projectile may land In bis lap.
We reached the Bring line. Now, If
people have any Idea that on the modern battlefield, except on the occasions
of charges and countercharges, there
are thousands upon thousands f men
In view, the Idea may as well be foregone. There are two big armies In
the field here, and yet you don't see
them, so to speak, Individually. The
soldiers of France anC Germany here
a: a either covered by the dense woods
or else they are underground like ao
many thousands of ri bbits in their
burrows.
The cannonading is terrific and yet
It la difficult unless you happen to
be at the exact point where the
shells fall, to tell what all the row Is
In this section of the counabout.
try the French biplanes and the German taubes make their high and lofty
eavursions for the purpose of detecting some point In the enemy's line
which It Is considered the part of
war wisdom to bombard. It may be a
blockhouse hidden In the woods but
commanding some pathway through
the trees, which has been dlscoiered
When such Is the
by the sky pilot.
case the artillery will open as accurately as possible upon the spot des--

trench yon see to your front
We went out ot the Held trenchM
and made our way back Into the wood
My army officer companion asked me
how much I knew about woodcraft
Recauna of a Ufa riven over to a con
siderable extent to natural history
pursuits which had carried me into
the wilderness on many occasions, I
said that I thought I knew a little
something of the forest and of "signs
and seasons." Then the officer asked
me to let him know if I discovered
anything that looked unusual as we
walked through the lights and shades
of the birch forest
I put all my souses to work and
tried to detect some symptom that
everything was not 4ust as it should
I sensed
be In an ordinary wood.
nothing out of the Jrdlnary, and was
Just about to say eo when my knee
struck something bard and I looked
down. I was staring straight Into the
muxsle of a huge naval gun em placed
at an angle of about thirty degrees.
Gun.
A
This gun was In an "underground
For a distance of at least
bouse."
two feet back of the muxsle the gun
was shrouded with a green growth
which completely concealed It Ths
house bad a roof, but green things
were growing upon It and there was
absolutely nothing to tell that under
the cover was a gun pit. We entered
the house by means of some concealed
steps and there we found a detachment of men ready to make the gun
speak when a returning air scout
should give the gunners directions as
to Just where to let a shell drop.
It was while I was In this gun pit
that rapid firing was heard at the exThe cantreme edge of the wood.
nonading was from a French battery
engaged In driving off a German aeroplane which unquestionably was seeking to locate this big gun which had
caused trouble In the German lines,
but whose position the enemy had
been unable exactly to determine.
The next day from a rock rising almost sheer to a height of nearly seven
hundred feet 1 looked through the
clear air toward Metx, the capital of
German Lorraine, which with its circling fortresses is the prize most coveted by the French. The artillery of
the republic emplaced on a ridge to
the right and a little In advance of
this position has succeeded In reaching with Its shells one of the most
formidable forts standing guard over
When the French break down,
toi
If they can break down, the defenses
of Metz, an army will spring trora tne
ground and advance toward the German goal of Its ambition. Metz,
while really only a few mllei
away. Is a long ways off, because between the outermost F.e.nch lines and,
the city of desire lies a German army,
and right here on this line within
s
the next few days or weeks, or
even mouths, there Is sure to
come fighting of a qua".ty so fierce as
to put all other lighting along this
line into the class with things
tame.
Views the Battlefield.
bird's-eyFrom where 1 stood there Is a
We
view of a great battlefield.
mude an early start In order to be
rock beable to climb this needle-likfore the sun was blBL. This hill Is
called Mousson, and on its crown
there Is a chapel built In the eleventh
century and which au'ords a fair and
commanding mark for Jhj enemy's artillery.
The Germans for some
or other have left this pinnacle
nlone for the main art. On occasions
they Bend shells over It, and today
A shell
was one of the ocacslons.
pi used over my head while I was
climbing tho rock.' I heard Its whizI
zing distinctly, aid Instinctively
crouched, much to tbe amusement of
tht French army officer who stood at
my side. "The thing you hear," he
said, "never hits you. It's half a
mile past you before you bear the
sound."
In climbing the hill of Mousson
there are many places where one is
out from undercover. Walking up the
hill was difficult, but running was more
than difficult, and yet I had to run between the covered points. On this
hill we were within range, not only of
shell fire but of small rifle fire, and
the Journey up and down had Its unpleasant moments.
When half way down this Rock of
Mousson the cannonading grew louder.
The truth was that a new battery had
opened, one much nearer to us than
the guns which had been thundering
before. We looked down from the hillside to the village of Pont
Into
which lay nestling at our feet
the village the shells were pounding.
All that we could see was clouds of
dust and smoke mingled as we knean
fragments,
stone
mortar,
with
the ground powder of plaster.
Short breathing Space.'
We reached the foot of the hill, entered a military automobile, and were
The
whirled Into
cannonading had ceased and the villagers, men. women and children,
No
again going about the streets.
one knew, however, when the fusillade
It did begin
would begin again.
again, not long after we left the town,
and 20 people met their death Inside
of an hour from the time the first
gun spoke.
Is not far from Met.
The same river supplies water to both
cities. One Is In France and the oth
The French say
er Is In Germany.
thnt before tbe snow flies again both
cities will be lu France and that both
will belong to France for all time.. I
tlo not know whether this will prove
true or not, but I to know that all
along this line the French are fight
Ing with a doubly strengthened heart,,
and perhaps with a doubly strengthTbey want Lorraine,
ened ferocity.
and Lorraine tbey are going to get If
valor can win It
bow-eve- r,

per-Imp-
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Big French Guns In Action.
I was at the top of the
fined east.
hotel. The view before me was unbroken to the hills astward under
whose shadow the German troops are
lying. Sentt'd by the window JuhI before siinHPt I hoard In quirk succesI
sion the report" of a fiiHlllade.
looked out and In the air at a distance
of perhaps a mile, a German taube
vas wheeling and dodging In the
midHt of showers of hrapnel. There
were 29 shell.! iired In less than ns
many seconds at lenm po It seemed.
The projee'.lles burst about the flying
machine seemingly only a few yards
away from It and yet so fnr as I could
discover it withstood the hail unhurt.
Watches a Cloud Battls.
As each shell burrt a wreath of
light smoke formed, perfect In contour, and as sightly as all things are
which follow the ouve ' lines of beauty. There was not a breath of air stirring, and the crowns of smoke touched
by the setting sun were like halos.
There were 29 shells II red, and each
gave forth its wreath of smoke, and
the last one had burst before the
smoke crown gave the least sign of
disintegration. It was a war sight, but
It was appealing.
The German t .ube finally turned
and planed down behind the bill and
was lost to my sight. I knew that It
went well within the German lines,
but whether Its crew of two men escaped Injury or not, 1 do not know.
The "rench were content perhaps that
their battery had driven the enemy
back Into his own lines and had prevented the dropping of bombs Into the
streets of Nancy, or perhaps the taking of observations which might have
been of assistance to the foe.
It was the next day after this clojd
battle scene that I went to the front,
kit Is not far from Nancy to the firing
line, and long before you come to the
place where the shells are fifed you
get to the place where the shells drop.
It could not have been more than four
miles out of town before the pounding of the guns hit my oars and hit
them In a rnont unpleasant way. When
the tenderfoot goes Icrtb to war the
tenderness of his feet Is likely to And
companionship with the tenderness of
bis heart. Jn other words, the heart
sinks into the boots where the feet
are.
Noise Is Tsrriflo.
The trouble with tho infernal shelling as far as It affects the man who
is going forth to see It, Is that you

rea-so-

ignated by the flying machine scout,
and then after the shells have rained
for a while there will be an advance
of Infantry to capture the position.
Labyrinths of Barbed Wire.
It did not seem possible to me thnt
there wits so much barbed wire in this
big world of ours as is strung along
through the woods and fields of this
It Is a deadly wire,
part of France.
for It has more prickles than any burr
that grows in the fields, and these
prickles are of steel. The wire is
strung Into labyrinths through which
it is impossible to thread one's wav
except under guldnnce. Hack of these
mazes of barbed wire are the trenches,
and In these trenches are the soldiers
of France, although you do not know
It until you drop down Into their
midst.
Here they are with their pprlscopes
watching and waiting In the lull times
for a chance to pick off a foeman
who Is looking through his periscope
in a trench some hundreds of yards
away. This is like squirrel shooting.
Probably not more than seven or
eight men are killed in 24 hours by
this sharpshootlng process, but the
soldiers Indulge In it all the time in
order to make their enemy keep under
ground, and If they can, to make
them keep their hearts underground
with them.
Keep Up Their 8plrlts.
do not understand how men can
live underground day In -- nd day o'tt
and keep their spirits aboveground.
The French are doing It, however, and
I suppose by the same token that the
Germans are doing It ilso. Once In
a while they get surceas- - from stagnation by an orde to charge. It Is
an event, the effect of which in buoy-ancof spirits lasts for weeks, w'ten
one side of the other takes a single
trench from the enemy and holds It.
There Is a curious looking telescope
At
In use in the French trenches.
first sight I thought It wss a silver
mounted flute, for It looks like a flute
more than anything else. Instead of
looking through the "flute" lengthwise
you look though it "sldewise," and In
it you see mirrored the rough line
which shows the outer edge of the German Intrenchments, but you don't see
any Germans unless you watch carefully for a long time. Then you see
a little movement perhaps and then
a rifle at your right or left speaks,
and then you know that possibly fc'iere
la
dead or a wounded man la the
1
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forlc, Props and Soothing; Syrups. It Is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Mareotle
substance. Its aire Is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Fererishness. For more than thirty years It
has been In constant use for the relief of Constipation.
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething; Troubles and
Diarrhoea.
It rerulates the Stomach and Bowels
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural Sleep.
The Children's Panacea The mother's Friend,
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In Use For Over 30 Years
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The Kind You Have Always Bought

Copy of Wreppw

Calm Resignation.

having been made to
beautiful resignation, Congressman
Joseph J. Russell recalled an appropriate story.
During a dinner party some time
ago, the congressman said, tbe topic
turned to the connubial state. Among
the guests wus a bachelor person.
"Speaking of marriage," eventually
remarked the bachelor, "It seems that
tbe longer a man is married "
"The happier he is," impulsively
broke In a spinster party with a hopeful glance at the other.
"1 was going to say," resumed the
"that the
bachelor, dlsregurdingly,
longer a man is married the less he
seems to mind it."

HUBBY

HAD NOT FORGOTTEN

Reference

Willing.
"Did you punch tho time clock as
you came In?" linked the foreman.
"1 did not," replied tho burly workman, "but I'll punch tho fuce of the,
man that dares to dock me for beln'
ten minutes lute."
Never Get Tired.
"You dance like an angel."
"You flatter mc," said the girl. "1
could keep going much longer If I had
wings."

Was Right There With Wedding Anniversary Present and Yet Wlfle
Was Not Pleased.

It was lute afternoon and time to
get her husband's supper, but the
woman sitting moodily by the fire
never moved.
Her heart was breaking.
It was her birthday. She had been
married only four years, but he her
husband had forgotten her birthday
already. That morning he had given
her no present; not even an extra
kiss before rushing off to town.
Presently there was the sound of
a key turning In the lock. Into the
Still she
room came her htiRband.
never moved.
He bent over hur nod whispered ns
he dropped a tiny parcel Into her lap:
"Many happy returns, darling!"
Her heart whs mended, she sprang
to her feel nd seized him In a frantic
grattp as she realized that, after all,
he still loved her. Then she opened
the parcel.
pipe cleaners!" she guHped, as she
displayed a little bundle of feathers.
"Yes, sweetheart," sold the man. "I
knew that they'd pleaxe you, as you
object to my using your hairpins!"

Her Worry.
"Darling, will you love tne when I'm
Generally speaking, a crunk Is a
old?"
"I will If you'll promise to love me If man with an enthusiasm for some
particular form of Idiocy.
I should grow fat."

Taking Papa Along.
The baggage master halted the family party and politely explained thai
under the new law the value of tht
contents of each trunk must be given.
After a brief consultation with bef
daughter, mamma pointed to her own
trunk and said: "Please put this on
down as containing one thousand dollars' worth of personal belongings.
This one," indicating her daughter's
trunk, "you may put down for eight
hundred."
"How about this little one?" asked
the baggage master, resting bis heel
on Its top.
"Oh, that!" replied the lady contemptuously. "Ten or twelve dollars
will cover that one."
"I see," returned the official. "Father's going along too."
A Scoop.
"I'm writing a liimory of the European war."
"Hut the war Isn't over yet."
"Thai's where I get the bulge on
I can
the rest of the historians.
put my book on the market tbe day
after peace is declared, and they'll
have to wait two or three months."

Pa Knows Everything.
is a 'sepulchral tone
of voice'?"
"That means, to speak gravely."

"Father, what

Marriage is a lottery In which the
draw alimony.

prize-winner- s

Summer Comfort
is wonderfully enhanced when rest and lunch hour unite in a dish of

There's a mighty satisfying flavour about these thin wafery bits of
toasted com.
So easy to serve, too, on a hot day, for they're ready to eat right from
the package fresh, crisp, clean. Not a hand: touches Post Toasties in
the making or packing.

Served with cream and sugar, or crushed fruit, they are delicious.
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Gold Bond Ginghams
12
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Quality

2c

Special at
--

The beautiful new patterns and exquisite colorings
of GOLD BOND Ginghams are as meritorious as
the fabric itself, which is made of a specially
'
selected grade of yarn.
Only fast color dyes are used in the coloring
of GOLD BOND Ginghams, insuring

to

Tub Proof and Sun Proof Colors.
oou

UOtD

,R0ND

1st
iiiiuili'

Profit has been sacrificed to give you this
cplendid value at a price so low that GOLD BOND
Ginghams instantly appeal to you as the highest
standard of excellence.
Positively the best fabric that can be offered
service and economy.
at this pi ice for
all-rou-

Gold Bond Ginghams
10c

This season's newest effects.
Special price, per yard
quality,
12c

(Good as gold bond)

Regular
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J. It. Darnell, editor of the
lViyd, of
Misses O'llaru an
s Tinx s Herald, was in
on
city
Portal
in
the
Claud,
were
near
he city Monday.
business uaCers M n iv.
Misses Opal B lieu and Jewel
Ticket to Uorhls Fair given
Copidand r.re vi. iting the latUT's
away ;it Lyceum August 'Jth.
parents
mi Heir claim near
Mrs. Kit Biars left for Baton
Portalos.
Mondiy where she has accepted
Prof. W. E Cartoon superina position as rur.se in the Santa
tendent of th Clovis schools reFo hospital.
turned Monday from Silver City
Miss Ida Nowak arrived this where he has lv.;n teaching in
week from Fort Worth to spend the Normal for several weeks
the. summer with Hugh Woods j
Cash Barney, the real estate
and family.
is having gound broke
dealer,
Mrs. A. K. Curren is visiting!
his farms near Black- of
one
on
at the "Blue Water,
tier
will
plaat it in wheat.
Tucum- - tower and
1

Local and Personal
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it Whiting's Variete Store.
i'. Ihnni.-went to Poila!e
business mission Tuesday.
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'

;'t'j ladies band g iv;
concert Tues lay
sir.
th-?ii- '
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of tV; farni'y of J.
aia will leave Fi iilay for
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iwddess" comaiencing at
eum August !th.

ranch near

took a piirty out IMos,"
cari.
v in his Ford tar TillsC5
Mike K 'i!y olli u ilt-of 21 running
section
a
or
on
l'..!iii'li muI family, of
west recently. Mike looks real
wen in the city shnp-- !
important in those brass buttons.
,
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Mrs. John Uussell left tin first
Many kinds of
of
the week for her old horn-- in
Dress Goods. A. J. Rodes.
Wise county, Texas, where she
Work has been started by the will visit relatives and friends
e

Nt'nl of the firm of
of Texico,

K
xl

,

v:sitor Tuesday.
t
i.
Worlds Fair given county load board on the
road to complete the
;. .. ;: at
cciim A'lgu it lth.
end of the line.
County
Curry
m. M. Cnr'i!-real estate deal-- (
i.d ;.:
postmaster at
r
Frank S. Burns and family are
'lc v mi, w:is in Clovis Monday.
visiting relatives i n Kansas.
Clark triumphs in Miss Mae Litchfield is assisting
Agency during
sh (m portrayal of the "Cruc-ilii.'.- at the Scheurich
At the Lyceum, Wednes-da;- . his absence.
August, l'h.
Warren Coplen i s making
proof
on his claim before Judge
"The Coddess" commencing at
Coplen's land adjoins
Morgan.
!)th.
Lyceum August
addition property on the south
S. A. Jone s, president of the west,
v ..

:.

is

i

;
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N'a'ional Bank, is in Don-s- week
on business mat- -

tiii-

t.TS.
Tne First National Bank is
house cleaning.
The ceiling is

being repainted and casings re
touched.

K) TIIAD- K- 10 acres 1 mile
from court house square at
W. R.
Texas, for auto.
Kaufiian, Amarillo, Tex. 3tp.
C. W. Harrison and family, of
Farwell, were in the city shsp-pinMonday. Mr. Harrison is
cashier of the Farwell bank.
Miss Blanche Kirby is here
from Kansas City, visiting her
mother, Mrs. Lottie Kirby.
Miss Blanche is a stenographer.
Far-well-

Ilel.ii. of near Grady,
was !. Clovis visit : Saturday,
m;ngli'i;T wiih the throng of
socialists wdio came. here to hear
Mrs. O'lL.re speak.
T. F.

..

g

Mrs. Ella Day is enjoying a
visit from her sister, Mrs. Newt
Swatt, o f Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Mr. Swatt is also here and is
contemplating remaining for
some time.
Dr. S. G. Von Almen, of Albuquerque, will be at the Santa Fe
Hospital, Clovis, on the 20th and
21st day of each month, to treat
deseases of the Eye, Eir, Nose
and Throat also fitting glasses,
t--

Adolph Weidmann is setting
occasion
up the cigars,
being the arrival of a bouncing
Miss
big girl at his home.
Weidmann came to their home
Monday week.

the

Duckworth, brother of
Duckworth proprietor of
the S uthwa sinn Drug Store, is
visiting here.
The many fric nds of Col Helm
were g ad to see him up a couple
of times last. wek. lie has been
confined to is roam in the Antlers wiih rheumatism for over
two years.
Mi-- s
Imni:en P.iird Ifas accepted a position as saleslady
for tr.e A. J. Rodes dry goods
store. Mr. Rod' s is visiting in
the east w here he w ill remain
for several weeks,
No, it wasn't Villa's army that
attacked Clo' is or a 42 centimetre guo that, caused the two
'explosions which shook th city
i'luesd.iy, but blasts to destroy
the vault in th bank building
on West Grand Avenue, which
is being cam aleted preparatory
to its occup aaey by J. A.
lin's grocery.
Alex

W.

11
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ST. MARY'S ACADEMY
Amarillo, Texas.

THE SCHOOL FOR YOUR DAUGHTER
Beautiful Brick Building

'

All Modern Conveniences
Private Rooms, Muic and Art Studios.
FOR CATALOG ADDRESS:

DIRECTRESS.
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for a few weeks.
and Mr. Buek-n-- r
busings
transacting
were
here Wednesday, coming in from
their farms southeast of
W. E. Copeland

Clovis Lodge

O. Elks

B. P.

Par-tale-

No. 1244

Mr. and Mrs. A. Mandell returned Monday from Amarillo
where they have been visiting
friends and relatives for several

Meets at Elks Home every 2nd
and 4th Wednesday nights. Visreport a very iting members cordially invited.
days. They
pleasant visit.
J. 0. Prichard, Exaulted Ruler.
"False Colours." a brilliant
F. B. Herod, Secretary.
drama by. Lois Weber is being
released by Bosworth (Inc.) Mr.
For Sale
and Mrs, Phillips Smalley (Lois
Weber), play the leads and are
Make me offer for Lots one or
supported by an all star cast. all.
Lot 7 blk. 37; town, Clovis.
At the Lyceum Theater, Satur"
" 2 " 74. "
day July. 31, 1915.
Park.
North
blk
12
11
and
Lots
Mrs. S. C. Nutter returned
will be
offer
reasonable
No
Albuquerque,
Tuesday from
where she att'ided a meeting refused.
353 Franklin,
Address:
of the W. C. T. U. of which
Oregan.
Astoria,
organization she is a member.
,
Messrs Wdch and Abercrom-bieCounty,
Quay
of Norton in
came sixty miles overland to
hear the talk of Mrs. Kate
O'Hare, the socialist lecturer,
who appeared at the Lyceum
Saturday evening.

2--
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Look Ahead
Shortsightedness is the cause of failure. He who looks ahead and builds
accordingly is a truly wise man.
FORESIGHT, and the ability fa
save are the surest assets in the
making of a permanent success.

Put your money in OUR BANK.

.

Glovis National Bank
Oil and Gasoline Stoves.

Phone

72.

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"

